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I. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of T noninvariant terms in the electromagnetic current 
of the hadrons was first proposed by Bernstein, Feinberg, and Lee' to 
explain the observed violation of PC invariance in the decay K° ^ n . 
After a review of the then existing data, they reached the conclusion that 
the invariance of the lepton electromagnetic current under P,C, and T, 
separately, was well established. However, the hadron current had been 
shown experimentally to be invariant only under PCT in general. Addition­
ally, there seemed to be good evidence that the strong interactions con­
served P,C, and T, separately, and that the electromagnetic interactions 
conserved P. Thus on the basis of the size of the PC violation parameter 
and the absence of experimental evidence to the contrary, they suggested 
that the source of the violation in the K° decay was a large violation of 
C or T in the electromagnetic interactions of the hadrons. 
Since then, many ingenious experiments have been performed in an 
attempt to detect such a violation of C or T invariance. Although the 
results have narrowed down the choice of the mechanism by which these 
effects may occur, they have all been consistent with no violation. In 
fact, the only unquestionable observation of PC noninvariance has been in 
the decay. The experimental tests may be divided into two categories; 
either a violation of C or a violation of T may be observed. The observa­
tion of C violation must be confined to states of zero baryon number and 
have so far been indecisive. For baryons, direct tests can be made only 
of T invariance. However, the antiunitarity of T limits the observation 
of such effects to transition processes. 
A good deal of effort has been expended in an attempt to observe an 
electric dipole moment of the neutron with results that are consistent 
with a zero moment to a high degree of accuracy. Although effects due to 
a nonzero electric dipole moment are forbidden by T, they are also forbid­
den by P. Hence this would seem to be more a verification of parity than 
a test of time-reversal. 
2 Christ and Lee have indicated that a systematic test of T invariance 
can be made by studying the inelastic scattering of charged leptons on 
nuclear targets. In particular, they have suggested observing the 
2 
correlation function Q . • (k x k') where. is the polarization vector I n ^ rw I n 
of the initial nucleus and k, k' are, respectively, the initial and final 
momenta of the leptons. This function is odd under T and therefore obser­
vance of a nonzero value would indicate a violation of T invariance. The 
3 
most recent data , however, is consistent with no violation. 
An alternative test of T invariance, as was first noted for deuterium 
4-8 targets , can be provided by the observation of various correlation func­
tions in the elastic scattering of charged leptons on nuclei with spin 
greater than one-half. For elastic scattering, phenomenological Hamilton-
ians which have T noninvariant terms can be explicitly constructed. Thus 
specific statements can be made about how the T noninvariant terms will 
affect the scattering. Parity, Hermiticity, and conservation of the 
nuclear current are sufficient to eliminate all terms which are noninvar­
iant under T in the cases where the nuclear targets have spin zero or 
one-half. However, for spin greater than one-half these considerations 
are not as restrictive, and it becomes possible to observe T noninvariant 
effects. The absence of T noninvariant effects for the nucléons has been 
taken as a criticism of this approach; if the impulse approximation were 
exact, no violation effect would be observable. The impulse approximation, 
however, has been found to be limited to certain ranges of the scattering 
parameters and this criticism is apparently not completely valid. Results 
9 
of experimental investigation of this test with a deuterium target have 
again been consistent with no violation. 
From the foregoing, it appears that T noninvariant effects, if they 
exist, are small. It would therefore seem appropriate to look for some 
experimental test which could determine the existence, or nonexistence, 
of these effects with a high degree of statistical confidence. Since it 
is possible to study the T noninvariant terms in an explicit fashion for 
elastic scattering of electrons on nuclei, we will examine the possibility 
of using certain correlations arising in this scattering for such experi­
mental tests. Because the scattering cross section and the electron polar­
ization may presently be measured with a good deal of accuracy, we shall 
confine our considerations to correlations which are associated with 
these quantities. For the elastic scattering tests, however, difficulties 
3 
arise due to the existence of "simulated" T noninvariant correlations^^. 
These simulated effects arise from the interference of different order 
amplitudes. There is no reason not to expect this to occur for amplitudes 
of any order. And, although the higher order amplitudes are depressed in 
accordance with their order, they may also be enhanced by resonance 
effects. Therefore, we also wish to compare the first order correlations 
with those that arise with the higher order processes. 
In the first part of Chapter II, we construct the nuclear current, 
which is used to construct the phenomenological transition matrix, includ­
ing the symmetry properties of the various terms, in a manner analogous to 
that used for the nucléon current; in the remainder we simplify the alge­
braic considerations and indicate the identification of the form factors 
with the static moments. Chapter III details the considerations needed to 
account for the correlations which may arise with the higher order pro­
cesses. In Chapter IV, the various correlations are examined which are 
observable assuming invariance under P, Hermiticity, and current conser­
vation In the one photon exchange approximation, and invariance under 
P, T, and PT for the higher order processes. 
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II. ONE PHOTON EXCHANGE APPROXIMATION OF 
ELASTIC ELECTRON-NUCLEUS SCATTERING 
A. Elements of Scattering Theory 
The approach to the scattering process which we wish to use here is 
in terms of the scattering matrix rather than through a development of 
Lagrangian field theory. Although the one-photon exchange approximation 
is most easily developed by way of covariant fields, the general higher 
order processes are not. We shall give a brief discussion of the parts 
of scattering theory which are relevant to both developments. 
The scattering matrix has been extensively discussed in the litera­
ture, and we will not attempt to extend this discussion. The scattering 
matrix S is related to the transition matrix(T by 
( f | s | i >  =  Ô ^ j  -  i ( 2 * ) 4  ( p ^  _  P . ) T l ( f | ! l  | i >  ,  ( 2 . 1 )  
where |i), jf) are the initial and final states of the system, respectively 
(both as given here are in-states); P. and are, respectively, the total 
momenta of the initial and final states of the system; "tX is a normali­
zation factor whose definition depends on the types of particles (boson 
or fermion) which are involved in the scattering but is unimportant for 
our purposes here. The difference between the treatment of the one-
photon exchange and the higher order processes is in the development of (Ï . 
The correlations which we wish to discuss are most easily developed 
in terms of density matrix ideas. We may define the density matrix for 
the final state of the system in terms of the initial state density 
matrix by 
Z p f  =  T  P j  T  >  ( 2 . 2 )  
where S is a normalization factor which is included to make Tr = 
Tr p. =1. The factors T and T which are included on the right are 
matrices that are involved in the expansion of the transition matrix in 
terms of the in-fields and depend on the initial and final states of the 
system for the one-photon exchange approximation. For the higher order 
processes they may be defined directly in terms of the matrix elements 
of tr. 
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B. Construction of the Current in the 
(0,s) (p (s,0) Representation 
In the one photon exchange approximation of elastic electron-nucleus 
scattering the elements of the transition matrix are given by 
< f l 3 1 i >  =  e V ^  ( 0 )  j P ^ K )  ,  
(2.3) 
where (L is the current operator of the electron and the electron states 
are denoted by jp^jk) and is the nuclear current operator and 
the nuclear states are denoted by 1JP,K) and is the square of 
the four-momentum transfer. We shall use units where f i  =  c  =  1. Latin 
indices range from one to three and Greek indices from one to four; x^=it. 
The expansion of the currents of the electron and nucleus in terms of 
in-fields may be made in a general fashion if we work with fields that are 
expanded in terms of 2(2s + 1)- component wave functions. The wave equa­
tions which these functions satisfy have been completely developed" 
The quantization of each description can be carried out in the usual way 
with the introduction of creation/destruction operators for each of the 
12 14 
allowed states ' . The complete set of matrices which are needed in 
12 
using this approach to the currents have been developed by Weinberg , 
Williams'^, Nelson and Good'^, and in Appendix B. Electromagnetic form 
factors for arbitrary spin have previously been discussed by Theis'^ using 
(2s + 1)- component fields; however, these fields do not transform simply 
under P or C. The present approach has the advantage that the fields 
transform simply under the discrete transformations. On the other hand, 
it also has the disadvantage that not all of the possible terms in the 
?8 
current are linearly independent. J. 0. Eeg has also used the 2(2s + 1)-
component fields to discuss the electromagnetic interactions, but his 
discussion is not as extensive as the present one. 
The spin s fields may easily be written in terms of the creation and 
destruction operators and the plane-wave eigenstates which we now define 
14 
and develop. We differ with Nelson and Good only in the wave equation 
which the plane-waves are required to satisfy. 
The plane-wave eigenstates tpg|^ involved in the expansion of the field 
can be wri tten as 
6 
$pek = E 2 (g) exp [i(£-x -cEt)] , (2.4) 
where the physical momentum is ep and the energy is E; e is +1(-1) for the 
particle (antiparticle). The functions Vg|^(£), which we shall call "spinor^' 
in analogy with the solutions of the Dirac equation, are related to rest 
frame spinors by 
Vgk(p) = exp [sea. (^/p) arctanh (p/E)] . (2.5) 
The exponential operator is the (0,s) © (s,0) representation of a pure 
Lorentz transformation as given in Appendix B, Eq. (5.29) with 
T = -ie(p/p) arctanh (p/E) , 
and a as given in Eq. (5.30). The rest frame spinors are completely speci­
fied, except for an overall sign, by the following set of requirements: 
%€k ' "Rek ' 
VR..s,k ' '2.7) 
%-SVek = 'R:k » ^ (2-9s) 
P VR,s,k - ' K'Sk) 
where the matrices P,(2 and s are matrices defined in Eq. (5.30); s^ is 
S 'f ± i s-g where e, f, and g form an orthogonal right-hand set of unit 
r-kV rx/ /-u /s/ fsv 
vectors. The normalization of these spinors is taken to be 
^Rek \e'k' " e' ®kk' ' 
Making the identification of g with ^ as in Eq. (5.34) and using 
Eq. (2.6) along with the transformation properties of the 7, given J , jUV p... 
in Eq. (5.31c), we find that the plane-wave eigenstates satisfy 
tpek • 
The plane-wave eigenstates also satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation as is 
apparent from Eq. (2.4). Any wave function packets which may be construc­
ted from these plane-wave functions must also satisfy the Klein-Gordon 
equation. Therefore, the positive-definite Lorentz-invariant integral 
between two functions and may be defined by 
7 
•<"') - t'"' - ^ ) , (2.12) 
at ^ ^ at 
where ^ is The normalization of the plane-wave eigenstates is such 
that 
(+pek, *p'e'k') - G;6ka(p-p') . (2.13) 
The destruction and creation operators 9g|^(£) and a^^/p) (the asterisk 
denoting Hermitian conjugation in the Fock space) are postulated to satisfy 
the rules 
° (2-'4) 
f=ek<£l>' V'Ê2']± = «k-t.V<Er£2> ' (2-'5) 
where the upper (lower) sign is to be used for fermions (bosons). Also, 
it is postulated that any operator a^^^p) applied to the vacuum |0) gives 
zero and that all physical states are produced by applying the operators 
a^k(£) any number to the vacuum. 
The spin s field is taken to be 
t(x) = Jdg E [a,|^(B) 4- a",|^(£) , (2.16) 
where the notation indicates that the factor is to be included 
for bosons only, not for fermions. Using the plane-waves and the creation 
and destruction operators as defined above, it is possible to show that ijj 
is causal in the usual sense. From Eq. (2.11) we find that the fields 
satisfy the equation 
7, à— if = (-m)^^ i|r : (2.17) 
11 — 12 that is, the Joos-Weinberg equation , which specializes to the Dirac 
equation for spin one-half. 
The properties of the fields under space and time reflection and 
charge conjugation have been examined by Weinberg'^ and Nelson and Good^^ 
and our definitions agree with theirs. Although we have defined the plane-
waves in a slightly different fashion than Nelson and Good, the difference 
is not sufficient to change the transformation properties of the plane-
waves. Therefore, we simply state their results for future reference. 
The parity operator is defined to be unitary and such that 
8 
P i!f(x,t) p"' = 77 p if(-Xjt) , (2.18) 
p|0) = )0) . (2.19) 
The (£) therefore transform as 
P = n ^ (2.20) 
which follows from the property 
P = € iLpgk(%'t) " (2-21) 
The time-reversal operator is taken to be antilinear and antiunitary and 
such that 
T \l((x,t) T ' = n C/g P , (2.22) 
where 17 is the parity signature. The plane-waves satisfy 
*2 ?5 P "fp.e.kte'"" ° •-p,€,-kfc'" ' (2-23) 
which follows from Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). Thus Eq. (2.22) 
gives 
T S.k'E' = I'-»'"" 
The charge conjugation operator is postulated to be unitary and to have 
the properties 
C Kxjt) C ^ = [ C {7g]g Mxjt)]" , ( 2 . 2 5 )  
C|0> = |0> . (2.26) 
The charge conjugation property of the plane-waves, 
CCVek^'---"' •-p,-..k. (2.27) 
follows from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) and the definition of C as given in 
Appendix B. The transformation of the a^|^(^) from Eq. (2.25) is 
C ^ek^P) C' = a_^^(-p) . (2.28) 
The transformation rule for the total reflection PCT, found by combining 
Eqs. (2.18), (2.22), and (2.25), is 
PCT i^(x,t) t"' C"' p'' = [{rjlp 1'(-x,-t)f . (2.29) 
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We are now in a position to give a general development of the current 
operators which appear in Eq. (2.3), including the transformation proper­
ties of the terms which may contribute. We shall restrict the terms that 
make up the current to be invariant under P and PCT and require that the 
current be conserved and be Hermitian. The first three requirements are 
well verified experimentally and are easily understood. The Hermiticity 
requirement is not as clear, but may be shown to be involved with the 
invariance of the scattering matrix under an antiunitary operation, 
invariance under time-reversal, for example, requires that the transition 
matrix satisfy T tT T ^ Invariance of the electromagnetic current 
requires that T^ T ' = . Therefore, for the transition matrix as 
given in Eq. (2.3) we find f • The current of the 
electron is well known from quantum electrodynamics to be invariant under 
T and can be chosen to be Hermitian. Thus, the nuclear current is required 
to be Hermitian. On the other hand, if the nuclear current is Hermitian 
but not invariant under T, the transition matrix will not be invariant 
under T. Clearly only If the nuclear current is Hermitian will the current 
and the transition matrix simultaneously be either Invariant or noninvar-
iant under T. Similar considerations also hold for PCT. 
The current operator may be written in terms of the fields as 
/L (x) = : ^(x) J \|r(x) : , (2.30) 
OU u 
where ^ and the dots indicate the normal product of the operators: 
Every term involving ag|^(£]) and ag^(P2) 's organized so that the a" occurs 
on the left of the a, with anticommutators for fermions and commutators for 
bosons being neglected in the process. J is a matrix operator made up of 
the derivatives of the fields and the matrices defined In Appendix B, 
Eqs. (5.31). We shall use the derivatives In special combinations given by 
: iji Q M ijr : = i : M \|; + ijr M ; , (2.31) 
U  M  
: ^  R M : = i : M ^ M : , (2.32) 
^  U  U  
where M is in general some matrix operator. 
The transformation properties of the current may be found directly 
10 
from Eq. (2.30) from the properties of the fields as given above. Alterna­
tively, the transformation properties of the current may be found in terms 
of its matrix elements, using the transformation properties of the states 
which may be obtained directly from the properties of the creation opera­
tors. We shall use the latter approach since the matrix elements of the 
current will have central interest later. 
The single particle or anti-particle state with quantum numbers £, e, 
and K is by definition 
|P€K> = a%K(P)|0> . (2.33) 
[We use upper case letters (P,K) to agree with the definition of the 
nuclear states in Eq. (2.3).] The transformation of this state under 
space reflection is found from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) to be 
PiPcK) = !-PGK) . (2.34) 
For time-reversal, there is a difference in thought on how the vacuum 
state transforms: It either is transformed to a conjugate space, in which 
case the fields are transformed to this space also, or is unchanged, in 
which case the fields remain in the original space. With either treatment, 
the relation between the matrix elements of the current is the same. 
Therefore, using Eq. (2.24) we simply write 
TjPeK) = %(-l)S+K . (2.35) 
The charge conjugate of this state is found easily from Eqs. (2.26) and 
(2.28) to be 
C IjPeK) = j-P,-e,K) . (2.36) 
The effect of PCT on this state, found by combining Eqs. (2.34), (2.35), 
and (2.36), Is 
PCT |P(K> = (-1)S+K l-P,-(-:,-K) . (2.37) 
The current given in Eq. (2.30) is said to be Hermitian if its matrix 
elements satisfy 
(a|^)b> = <blj|a)" , (2.38a) 
and <a|^ojb> = <bj^o|a>" , (2.38b) 
11 
where |a) and |b) are any two states and ^ o = If the current is 
invariant under space reflection then its matrix elements satisfy 
<al ^^(x,t) jb) = <Pal^^(-x,t)|Pb) , (2.39) 
where a.. = -R... a., = a, . =0, and a.,. = 1. The states IPa) and jPb) 
I j IJ 14 4i ' ' 
are written for Pja) and Pjb), respectively. It should also be noted 
that if ^ ^  involves derivatives of the fields as appear in Eqs. (2.31) 
and (2.32), the differentials are also reflected. For example, if we 
denote the operator Q. , as given in Eq. (2.31), by Q (x,t), then the 
u u ~ 
operator which appears on the right in Eq. (2.39) is Q^(-x,t). Similar 
considerations hold for the other reflections also. The time-reversal 
invariance condition for the current is given by 
(a] ^ ^^(x,t) lb) = -(Ta| ^^^(x,-t) jTb)" , (2.40) 
where the states |Ta) and |Tb) are written for T|a) and T|b), respectively. 
The same functional change of coordinates holds for the derivative opera­
tors as well as for the current. Charge conjugation invariance gives the 
relation 
<al ^^(x,t) |b> = -(Ca| ^^(x,t) )Cb) , (2.41) 
where |Ca) and |cb) denote Cja) and c|b), respectively. The PCT relation 
follows from combining Eqs. (2.39), (2.40), and (2.41), and is given by 
a| jPCT b)" , (2.42) 
where a.. = -R.., a., = a,.. = 0, and a. , = 1. The meaning of the states is IJ IJ 14 41 44 
clear from above. 
If we take |a) and jb) to be the single particle states jP^'lK') and 
|PlK), respectively, the matrix element of the current is 
where the are plane-wave eigenstates as given in Eq. (2.4). The 
matrix elements of the equations defining the derivative operators, (2.31) 
and (2.32), are 
(*l : t 0% M 4 : lb) = (P'^ - P^) *p,,K, M , 
and (aI : ^ M : |b) = (P'^ + P^) M . 
12 
We define these combinations of the momenta as 
% - ' 
R = P' + P , 
U  U U  
and it will be these combinations which will be used in writing the matrix 
elements. Thus we write 
( a | ( ^ ^ ( x ) | b )  =  ( 2 n ) - 3  ( E ' E ) e " ' ,  ( P ' )  J ^ ( Q , R )  U | ^ ( P )  '  
(2.43) 
where we have used the definition of the plane-wave eigenstates and have 
replaced the particle spinors by U|^(P). What this is to be taken to 
mean is that the dependence of the current density operator on the combina­
tion of derivatives is to be replaced by the appropriate combinations of 
the momenta. As used here, J is just a matrix built from 0 and R and 
M U  
the matrices defined in Appendix B, Eqs. (5.31). The conditions on 
which are imposed by Eqs. (2.38) through (2.42) are 
GK,(P')J(%,R)UK(P) = G-.tP') [PJ^(-%,R)P]U (P) , (2.38a') 
[eJo(-%,R)P]uK(a , (2.38b') 
- SwvÛK.fP') [gJ^(aQ,aR)e]uK(P) , (2.39') 
where a.j = a.^^ = a^. = 0, and a^^ = I, 
[9/5C'''j%(-aQ,-aR)(!75P]"K(P) , 
(2.40') 
where a.^ = fi.j, a.^ = a^. = 0, and a^^ = -1, 
u^'(p')j^/(i,R)u^(p) = -u^.(p') 
(2.41') 
i:K,(r>J„(1.i')"K(P) - [fr5}pP/(ii,-R)Ptr5V]"K<£) 
(2.42') 
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where a.^ = -R.., a.j^ = aj^. = 0, and a^ = 1. The equations are numbered 
so as to agree with the Fock space conditions on the matrix elements. 
Eqs. (2.38') through (2.42') are found in a straightforward fashion from 
Eqs. (2.38) through (2.42) by using Eq. (2.43) and the properties of the 
spinors which follow from Eqs. (2.6) through (2.10). The matrix function 
on the left is to be expanded in terms of its arguments before the other 
operations are carried out. For a current that is Hermitian, Eqs. (2.40') 
and (2.42') may be written as 
(2.40") 
where a.. = 5. ., a ... = a.. = 0,  and a... = -1, and IJ ij 14 4i 44 
(2.42") 
To explicitly construct and determine its transformation properties 
we first need to establish some properties of the matrices defined by Eqs. 
(5.31). We may consider the Hermiticity and space reflection invariance 
together if we write Eq. (2.38b') in terms of J^. Thus since the matrices 
as defined are Hermitian, we need consider only The properties of 
the matrices are given in Table 1. 
For bosons, since the matrices are Hermitian, we need to consider 
only for both the time-reversal and charge conjugation 
invariance conditions. The properties of the matrices are given in Table 
2. For fermions, however, we need to consider 'p for the charge 
conjugation invariance condition. The matrices then have the properties 
given in Table 3-
For the PCT invariance condition, we need to consider for bosons, 
which is identical with the Hermiticity and space reflection considera­
tions. For fermions, we need to consider for which the matrices 
have the properties given in Table 4. If we use the extra condition that 
the current be Hermitian, we need to consider 7^(3 time-rever­
sal, for which the matrices have the properties given in Table 5. For the 
14 
Table 1. 
= 7, 
P72^ = -72 
^^3,/ivp. ®iuP:^vp^p7"'''3,C<P7. .. 
^ ^ 4 , w v p . ^ / j p : ^ v p ^ P 7 *  " ^ 4 , a p 7 . . .  
^''(k+4) juv,pa,.. .^ ^iuQ:^v3^p7^a/>* * *^(k+4)ap,75,... 
where a . .  =  a.^ =  a^. =  0 ,  and = 1 
Table 2. 97$(2 ^ 7^ 7^ P 
P75C'VjC75p = 7, 
^7^Q.~^y\Zy^^ = 72 
^5C"'''3,„vp...C V= '•3,«vp... 
^ 5 C " M , u v p . . . C V -
A'5C''7(k+4)Mv.pc,...G)'5P = ''(k+4)„v,pa,... 
Table 3. P C ' 7^ C P 
P C'Vj C P = 7, 
p e - V j e p  =  7 2  
P'C''73,wvp...(% e = -?3,K«p... 
P'C''f4,wvp...'E 9 = f4,K«p... 
''(k+4)uv,pCT,... ^  ^  ~ 7\k+4)%v,pG,... 
15 
Table 4. 7^ 
" ^ 1 
" "^2 
?5ef3,wvp...Pr5 - V"vP°pr-"''3,co,... 
''5^4,„vp...l^5 = WvpV-''' ',0Pr-.. 
^ 5 ^ ^ ( k + 4 ) p o , . .  . ^ ^ 5  " ^ ( k + ^ ) a p , 7 6 , . . .  
where a . .  = -6.j, a.^ = a^. = 0, and a^^ = 1 
Tables. ygC ^ylC/s 
' '5 evict's " ^ 1 
^5 C"VlC^5 = -72 
^5 C ?3,wvp...(2 ?5 " ^iLgfvP^py'"^3,apy... 
75 C ?5 = *wofvP*py'''?4,ae7... 
^5 ^ ^(k+4)iuv,pCT,...^^5 ( ^iUO!®vP®p7®o'6"°^(k+4)ap,7Ô,-.. 
where a.^. = 5.^, a.j^ = a^. = 0, a^ = -1 
Table 6. 
7571/5 = 7, 
7572/5 = 72 
^5^3 ,u\>p. '  .^5 ~ ^3,/ivp... 
^5^4,/ivp.. .^5 74,juvp... 
^5^(k+4)/iv, pa,...^5 ^(k+4) ^ v, pa,... 
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PCT condition, the matrices are left unchanged for bosons; for fermions we 
need to consider for which the matrices have the properties given 
in Table 6. 
The various terms in the current which may be constructed for any 
spin, from the matrices and the momentum vectors Q.^ and are given in 
Table 1, The terms as given are Hermitian and all are invariant under PCT. 
Table 7 also gives their invariance properties under P,C, and T. If a 
term is invariant under a particular reflection, the appropriate condition 
holds as given by one of Eqs. (2.38') through (2.42') or (2'40'') or 
(2.42''), and we denote this by a if it is noninvariant the appro­
priate condition with a minus sign multiplying the expression on the right 
in the equation holds, and we denote this by a 
The current is some linear combination of these terms multiplied by a 
2 
real function (a form factor) of Q. only, since we are considering elastic 
processes. The matrix elements of these terms, however, are not all lin­
early independent. Since the matrix elements of the current are our ulti­
mate concern, the linear independence of the matrix elements is of impor­
tance. The current we really wish to consider is a linear combination of 
terms whose matrix elements are linearly independent so that the form fac­
tors are nonredundant. The wave equation requires that the spinors satisfy 
'•3,«V P . . .WP -"K(£) = • P.M.) 
For low spin particles (essentially only spin one-half and spin one parti­
cles) this equation and the algebra of the matrices may be used to deter­
mine the linear relations between the various terms. For higher spins, 
however, the algebra becomes formidable and it seems expedient to search 
for other means of examining the linear independence of the terms. 
Using Eq. (2.43), the conservation of the current can be shown to 
lead to the condition 
%„"K,(P')J„(a,R)uK(P) = 0 . (2.45) jU rv jU N 
while some of the terms in the current obviously satisfy this condition, 
it is not at all clear how other terms do so. In general, this condition 
becomes involved with the linear independence of the terms. For example. 
17 
Table 1 .  Possible current terms and their transformation properties 
Current Term P T 
v 0 • • • R • • • 
. . V i  ,  
n 2s-n-l 
n 2s-n 
,.\2s+n 
U 3 J v. v_ .. V, 
"V" 
^.j2s+n+l^ ^  0 ^  . . .  +  ( - ) "  ( - ) "  
n 2s-n-l 
'"MVU)T^U)'^T^4,Vp^ pj. . • * "'^Pp+l 
. \ k  
^ (k+^) p J cjj J P20'2 J • • • Q.^Q,p • • • ••• 
.^r\h ' 
( t )  7 , ,  R  C I  . . . R  . . .  
'(k«)«V,P|<3|,P2(72,... Vt P| „ g] 
k-"1 k^I 
ir,a^ = + -
r,R^ = % + + + 
^2% '  '5% • + 
''•2% = - " + 
(l)2s+"7, , ... „ ... + (-)" (-)" 
(i)'=^"^'o.r, „ „ Q., ...R, ... + W"^' 
Q,. •••R,, ... + (-)" (-)" 
+ + 
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Table 7- (Continued) 
Current Term 
Q. ...R ... iz (k+4) J p^a2 
k k 
(i)'^R y f. , \ Q. .. .R ... /i'(k+4) pjapp2CT2,. •. p, Oj 
P T 
+ 
+ + 
^5^ (k+4) juvj p|0^, pgOg ' 
k-1 l?T 
^ ^ ^5^ (k+4) juv, p^ Qj, PgOg, 
^^(k+4) p,a,,p202,...0p,' 
(!)k+'R 
1( îT 
Q, • • • R • • ( A(^5^(k+4) p^app2cr29... p| ' ' ] CT^ 
Only representative examples are given. The range on n is such that the 
matrices are contracted with all possible combinations of Q. and R; k 
ranges from 1 to 2s. 
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the linear combination, 
7- (P' P' ...P' +P' P' ...P' P +... 
3'^^r--^2s-l ^1 ^2 ^2s-l ^1 ^2 ^2s-2 ^2s-l 
+ P P ...P ) , 
^1 ""2 ''2s-1 
may be shown to satisfy the conservation condition. But, except for spins 
one-half and one, this is a linear combination of some of the terms and 
the linear independence of the terms must be known before construction of 
the current is completed. 
C. The "Boosted" Current 
A general procedure exists which may be used in a simple fashion to 
examine the linear independence of the matrix elements of the current 
terms and the current conservation condition. The relation between the 
covariant spinors and the rest frame spinors, Eq. (2.5), is used to 
eliminate the momentum dependence from the spinors and to put this depen­
dence into the current terms instead. This procedure, which we call 
19 
"boosting" the current, was first suggested by Gourdin as an especially 
simple means of relating covariant form factors to physical form factors 
20 for arbitrary spin. Gourdin and Micheli later used this procedure to 
discuss the covariant form factors in the Rarita-Schwinger formalism. 
The boosting technique seems particularly convenient for discussing 
the current terms in the (0,s) © (s,0) representation. The fields de­
scribe an object having unique spin and, as a consequence, the boosting is 
essentially an algebraic problem. The exponential involved in the defini­
tion of the covariant spinors may be written as a polynomial of degree 2s 
21 in the components of a . By using this polynomial form, the covariant 
matrices as defined in terms of the spin matrices, and the product rules 
of the spin matrices, we may determine the linear independence and the 
current conservation properties of the various terms in a straightforward 
fashion. This is carried out for spins one-half and one in Appendix C. 
We shall consider other more general properties of the boosted current 
here. 
The matrix element on the right in Eq. (2.43) may be written in terms 
20 
of the rest frame spinors as 
' (2-46) 
where B(£) = exp [+sa'(JP/P) arctanh (P/E) ] 
is the boost operator for particles. In deriving Eq. (2.46) from (2.43) 
we have used the property of the boosts, = B^^, and Eq. (2.6). The 
matrix dependence of the quantity which occurs in the square brackets is a 
polynomial function of the matrices P and and the components a and 
But the matrices which give a nonzero contribution to the matrix element 
are those which commute with p. This follows easily from the properties 
of the rest frame spinors 
so that the matrices which do not commute with p are projected out. Thus 
we wr i te 
since only p and ^ may give a nonzero contribution and p may be eliminated 
using Eq. (2.6). We will refer to as the boosted current. 
The reflection properties of the boosted current may be found from 
those of The Hermiticity condition, Eqs. (2.38'), may first be written 
as 
URK'^B"^P')J((i,R)B(P)3u^l^ = u^l^, [B"^ (P) J (-(l,R)B (P' ) f u^^ (2.48a) 
UR^.[B"'(P')J^((i,R)B(jy3u^^ = uJ^.[B-'(P)J^(-a,R)B(P')l\^ , 
(2.48b) 
where we have used B^(£) = B (jP) in arriving at this form. The parity 
condition as follows from Eq. (2.39') is 
(2.49) 
where a.. = -5... a., = a,. = 0, and a,, =1. The time-reversal condition, 
IJ ij ' i4 41 44 
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Eq. (2.40') becomes 
' -uJi^.rjC''CB"'(-P')J^(-a(l,-aR)B(-P)fC rjURK ,(2-50) 
where a.. = fi.., a., = a,.. = 0, and a.. = -1 and we have used C cc G ' = a I J  I J '  1 4  4 i  4 4  ~  ~  
in moving the B's inside the square brackets. We may write the charge 
conjugation condition, Eq. (2.41'), as 
- -"RK'tyglg C''t8"'CE)J„(tt«-R>B(£')]^ C (yglgUpK .(2.51) 
The PCT condition, Eq. (2.42'), is then 
= :w«"RK'(?5)F[B"'(-P)Jv<0,-R)B(-P')]t[7;lFUKK . (2.52) 
If we take the current to be Hermitian, the time-reversal condition, Eq. 
(2.40''), may be written as 
" -SK«"RK'f5 (;"'rB"'(-P)J^/aq,,-aR)B(-f')]TC 7,0%^ . (2.53) 
and the PCT condition, Eq. (2.42''), is 
= -uJ^.{75lprB"'(P')J^(-(l,-R)B(P)]{75}pU^^ . (2.54) 
The reflection properties of the may be found from Eqs. (2.48) 
through (2.54). For the Hermiticity, parity, and time-reversal conditions, 
the arguments of the boost operators undergo the appropriate change so 
that the arguments of may be taken to agree with those of J^. For 
example, for the Hermiticity condition, P' and jP are interchanged, which 
is in agreement with Q,^ being replaced by -Q. and by itself. Thus the 
Hermiticity condition may be written as 
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)"RK "rK'Î , (2.55a) 
"RK'Jo'S'R.iluRK " "RK'jI(-%'*'l)"RK ' (2-55k) 
while the parity condition becomes 
"RK'j,.<G,R,s)uRK - VÎK'jv<=1'='''à'"RK ' (2-56) 
where a.. = -IS.., a., = a,. =0, and a,. = 1. The time-reversal condition 
IJ IJ 14 4i 44 
for a general current is then 
"RK'jw<*'K'l)"RK = 
where a.. = F\.., a., = a, . - 0, and a . ,  = -1. We have used \ s = -s, IJ Ij' 14 41 44 N-. ~ -s.» 
the reality of Q , and the commutation of 7^ with s to eliminate the 7^ 
and 0 factors. For a Hermitian current, the time-reversal condition is 
"RK'jw(4.R.s)"RK = 
with a as in Eq. (2.57). 
The charge conjugation and PCT conditions on the boosted current are 
not as simple. The arguments of the boost operators, as they appear in 
Eqs. (2.51), (2.52), or (2.54), are not consistent with the reflection 
properties of Q.^ and Furthermore, because of the appearance of the 7^ 
factor for either bosons or fermions, but not both, this difficulty cannot 
be removed unambiguously. Thus we must use the charge conjugation and PCT 
properties of the original terms in in order to know the properties of 
the corresponding boosted terms. 
To discuss the physical form factors, we specialize to a definite 
reference frame. The appropriateness of the Breit (or brick-wall) frame 
of the nucleus for such a discussion has previously been pointed out^^ 
The Breit frame is that frame for which P'='-P = ^ 0, from which it follows 
for elastic scattering that 0-0 and R = 0. Thus the boosted current 
~ ~ 2 2 }• 
can only be a function of Q, = 2 E, where E = j(Q. + 4M )'', and of the 
spin matrices Rather than attempt to boost the covariant current term-
by-term for each spin, we use the rotational properties of the current, 
the functional dependence of the current in Breit frame, and the conserva-
23 
tion of the current to construct the boosted current in a general fashion. 
Although the charge conjugation and PCT properties of the terms cannot be 
determined in this approach, we have shown the covariant terms to all be 
invariant under PCT. Thus it seems reasonable to assume all the terms in 
the boosted current are PCT invariant and therefore that the charge conju­
gation properties are equivalent to those of combined space-time reflec­
tion. In this respect, our approach is not too different than that common­
ly used in the helicity formalism and, in fact, it is not too surprising 
that our results are in agreement with those found for elastic scattering, 
25 
using this formalism . 
If we impose the restrictions that the current be conserved and 
Hermitian and that it be invariant under space reflection, the most gen­
eral form of the components of the current are 
j. =i(4H)-^ T (2L+l)"^r(c)(Q2)Y* (&)T (s) , (2.59) 
even L lh un ~ 
M 
and j = i(4«)? T L"^(L+1)"^(2L+1)"M"'^Q^)Qx^y: (d)T (s) 
~ odd L -o LM LM ~ 
M 
+ '(M^ T L"^(L+l)"^(2L+l)"^r,^®^(a^)Qx(Q;<OY: (Q)T (s) . 
even L ~ ~ ~Q. LM LM ~ 
M (2.60) 
26 Here the are the usual spherical harmonics (we shall follow Rose's 
definition) whose argument we have denoted by 4 to emphasize that the 
angles are to be associated with the direction of The T^^(s) are func­
tionally the same as the spherical set of matrices discussed in Appendix A; 
L is limited in range to the maximum value of 2s for which the T, „ are non-
i LM 
zero. The normalization factors of (4ir)-^ and functions of L are included 
for later convenience. No explicit dependence on has been given since 
it is clear from Eqs. (2.55) through (2.58), including the time-reversal 
invariance condition, that R is left unchanged. Therefore we may think of 
° 2 
the dependence on R^, which may be taken to be a function of Q , as being 
included in The Hermiticity and space reflection properties may be 
found from Eqs. (2.55) and (2.56), respectively. The Hermiticity condi­
tion determines the reality of the various terms, and we have taken the 
24 
to be real functions. Although the most general form of the current 
components contains a sum on all values of L, space reflection invariance 
restricts the sum to only those values of L as given. 
The terms which are multiplied by the form factors and in 
Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60) are also invariant under time-reversal. The terms 
which are multiplied by the F, j however^ are noninvariant under time-
(e) 
reversal and the F^^ are restricted to be zero if the current is to be 
time-reversal invariant. To arrive at the time-reversal properties using 
either Eq. (2.57) or (2.58) we note that T' (s) = (-l)^T. _(s ) and that 
. Lri L ^  —n rw 
T, ..(-s) = (-1) T, ..(s). With the additional restriction of time-reversal LM ^ LM 
invariance, the boosted current as given here is the same as the current 
27 given by Scofield (except for an overall factor in each term which 
depends on s only). 
It should be noted that no time-reversal noninvariant terms occur for 
spin zero or one-half nuclei in Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60). Although this is 
a standard result which is easily proven covariantly, it is interesting 
to note that it also follows directly for the boosted current. 
The three-vector part of the current as given by Eqs. (2.59) and 
(2.60) emphasizes the conservation condition. For many purposes, it is 
convenient to eliminate the derivatives and write the current in a form 
in which the multipolarity of the terms are more apparent. We do this 
by using the vector spherical harmonics which have been well discussed 
elsewhere^^^^^. We take the vector spherical harmonics to be defined by 
=^Y^^^_^(Ô)e^C(LlJ;M-m,m) , (2.61) 
where e , = T (e±ie ) , 
v/2 
e: = e_ , 
'-'-O 
2.6 
and the C's are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients as given by Rose . it 
follows in a straightforward but lengthy fashion that 
, (2.62a) 
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and &(%) = -L2(L+1)2(2L+]) ^ [L^ 
It can also be shown from Y, ,. = (-1)^ Y, _ and Eq. (2.6l) that 
LM L,-M 
X!lH 
Therefore, Eq. (2.60) can be written as 
i = (4')* z (2L+i)-i r'") (f ) T^„(s) , 
odd L 
M 
-i(4# Z (2L+1)"^ ' (2.64) 
even L 
M 
where we have introduced the special notation 
«LLM - XL+n' Y, L.,,»] • 
1 _i. 2 
Thus, the factor of (4JI)'-(2L+1 ) T|^(Q. )(^) appears as a multipolar 
"component" of the current. This may also be shown by actually projecting 
out this factor. The vector spherical harmonics are orthonormal in the 
sense that 
By using this orthonormal i ty property and that of the Y we find 
(l.#(2L+I)"ir^"=>((ï^)T^„(s) = J -iJ^r|^„(Ô.)dâ , (2.65a) 
(4,)'-(2L+l)-^rW(0^)T|_„y = , (2.65b) 
and (''•)*<='l-+t)'^r*®*(0^)T|^„(s^) • i J j_-^l^^(q,)dâ . (2.65c) 
The boosted current takes an especially simple form if we take P, to 
define the z-axis. In that case, since P - -hO., 
V,_„(Q) = (4.)-''(2L+t)*(-l)\g , 
and Yjl„(0) = (4.)"*(214.,)*(-!)'- C(LIJ;0,m) 
m 
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An evaluation of the sum in the using the explicit values of the C's 
leads to 
VLL„(â) = ' 
A 1 . 1 
The components of the boosted current are 
j \ = i  B  r ^ ' ' ^ Q ^ ) T , o ( s )  ,  ( 2 . 6 6 )  
even L ~ 
The X- and y-axes may be chosen from other kinematical considerations. 
We are still free to make this choice since the appearance of the unit 
vectors in Eq. (2.67) is a consequence only of the way we have defined 
the vector spherical harmonics. 
An alternative approach to an understanding of the form factors, 
which is often used instead of starting with the current defined in 
momentum space, is to start with the current operator in coordinate space 
and to make a multipole expansion of the charge and current distributions. 
This approach may be well understood in the context of classical electro-
29 30 dynamics , but it has also been used by Blatt and Weisskopf to define 
the static moments quantum mechanically. The multipole expansions of the 
charge and current operators are usually written as 
^ i JL(0-'")YL|v,('')p(r^)cl^r , (2.68a) 
= i^Q. ' I ' (2.68b) 
and I ^ (2.68c) 
where Q, = |^| and the j^(Qr) are the spherical Bassel functions which 
remain well defined at the origin. These multipole operators have been 
31 32 32 33 
used to discuss both elastic scattering ' and inelastic scattering ' 
•?iL' 
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of electrons on nuclei. The connection between these operators and the 
static moments for elastic scattering has also been made and are well 
_ 32 "• 34 discussed by Uberall and Ugincius , and Uberall . The functions 
j|_(Qr)Yj^l^l^(r) and Vxj^^((lr)^^^(r) are related to the magnetic and electric 
multipole fields in the solenoid guage by 
and " iL2(L+1)2Q^(G) ^ 
"here =  (2L+1 ) '=[-L^J( Q r ) f ) + (L+l)»J(Qr)V^^L-I 
we may take 
= (sllMjIs) , (2.69a) 
(4n)2"r^'"^ = (sllT^'"^lis) , (2.69b) 
and (4K)2r(e) = (s||T|^^^Hs) , (2.69c) 
where the quantities on the right are the reduced matrix elements of the 
multipole operators. This relation follows in a straightforward fashion 
after setting the multipole operators defined in Eqs. (2.65a) through 
(2.65c) equal to those defined in Eqs. (2.68a) through (2.68c), respec­
tively. We will refer to the as the charge form factors, the F^^^ 
fe) 
as the magnetic form factors, and the F|^ as the electric form factors. 
In the following we shall assume that the current as given by Eqs. 
(2.66) and (2.67) may be found directly from the covariant current which 
is constructed from terms which are linearly independent and satisfy all 
the conditions which were imposed on the boosted current; that is, 
current conservation, Hermiticity, and space reflection invariance. From 
this viewpoint, the covariant form factors are secondary; we identify the 
appropriate linear combination of them with the physical form factors by 
means of the boosting technique, but otherwise we simply require that they 
be covariant scalers. We will use the boosted current given by Eqs. 
(2.66) and (2.67) and we will take the F^ to be physical form factors in 
our discussion of the correlation functions in Chapter IV. 
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III. HIGHER ORDER APPROXIMATIONS OF THE 
ELASTIC SCATTERING PROCESS 
As was mentioned in the introduction, the higher order processes 
must be taken into account for the elastic processes, since they have 
been shown for spin one-half nuclei to give rise to correlations which 
"simulate" first order time-reversal noninvariant correlations . These 
correlations were found to be due to the interference of the first and 
second order terms and occur when the nucléon is polarized initially. 
Presumably, the same effects may occur for nuclei having any nonzero 
spin and may arise with amplitudes of any order. The higher order 
correlations should be calculable in principle if the exact nucleus-
photon vertex were described by the phenomenological current as con­
structed in Chapter II. However, at least at present, a quantum electro­
dynamics exists only for spin zero, one-half, and one nuclei in the 
formalism we are using. In addition, difficulties arise because of the 
other interactions of the nucleus so that it does not seem likely that 
each vertex in a many photon process is correctly described by the one-
photon vertex. Therefore, we turn our attention to other means of dis­
cussing the higher order processes. 
35 The Jacob and Wick helicity formalism provides a very suitable 
alternative for discussing the types of correlations which may arise for 
a general order process. The description of the interaction in terms of 
electron-photon and nucleus-photon vertices is replaced by a general 
kinematical description which is taken to depend on the quantum numbers 
of the initial and final states of the electron and nucleus only. 
Instead of attempting to isolate the parts of the interaction associated 
with each particle in the initial and final states, the matrix elements 
of the transition matrix are used directly. The quantities of interest 
are the amplitudes for the reaction a+b^c+d, given by 
^^Vd'Vb^ = Z (2J+1)<X^?^jl5^!Vb^ d^/9) . (3.1) 
in the c.m. frame; X. is the helicity of the ith particle. Here p is 
the size of the relative momentum, is the Jth partial wave contribution 
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to the transition matrix, 0 is the c.m. scattering angle, and \ 
u = In arriving at Eq. (3.1), we have taken the direction of the 
nucleus' initial momentum to define the z-axis and the scattering plane 
to be the xy-plane. The derivation of this expression is given by Jacob 
and Wick. 
The amplitudes as given by Eq. (3.1) are all linearly independent, but 
space reflection and time-reversal invariance are known to lead to linear 
relations between the amplitudes. Since this places important restric­
tions on the correlations which we wish to consider, we will repeat the 
linear relations between the amplitudes here. The derivation of these 
relations is given by Jacob and Wick. Parity conservation leads to the 
relation 
since we are considering an elastic process. Thus Eq. (3.1) becomes 
2: (2J+1) 
26 The d's can be shown to have the symmetry properties 
which leads to the relation 
' (3-4) 
where \ = \ -X. and ju = X -X.. Time-reversal invariance leads to the 
a D c d 
relation 
so that Eq. (3.1) becomes 
With the use of the symmetry relations given in Eq. (3.3), this leads to 
the relation 
' (3-61 
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where X and n are the same as in Eq. (3.4). Our expressions for the lin­
ear relations between the f's, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), differ with those 
given by Jacob and Wick, since we have chosen the scattering plane as the 
xz-plane. Space reflection and time-reversal invariance combined leads 
to the linear relation 
f (Xc^d'^a'^b^ = f(-ka'"^b'"^c'"^d) ' 0 ' 7 )  
since (X-u) must be an integer for elastic scattering. 
The amplitudes given in Eq. (3.1) may be used directly to calculate 
the sort of correlation functions we are interested in. The relation 
between the initial and final density matrices of the system is 
= f p(°)ft , (3.8) 
which may be taken to be a boosted form of Eq. (2.2). The f's are matri­
ces which are defined by 
where the rest frame spinors have been chosen to be helicity eigenstates. 
The quantity on the right is to be Identified with the f's defined by Eq. 
(3.1). The density matrices of the system, which appear in both Eq. (2.2) 
and (3.8), may be taken to be a direct product of the density matrices for 
the electron and nucleus beams if the initial and final systems are as­
sumed to be noninteracting. The density matrices which appear in Eq. 
(2.2) are covariant; that is, the density matrix which describes a beam of 
particles is to be expanded in terms of the covariant matrices for parti­
cles of that spin and covariant polarization tensors as has been carried 
out; for example, for spin three-halves^^. The density matrices which ap­
pear in Eq. (3.8) are rest frame quantities; that is, they may be expanded 
in terms of the T^^(s) as developed in Appendix A and rest frame polariza­
tion tensors which we take to be the statistical tensors as introduced by 
37 38 Fano and further discussed by Biedenharn ! The connection between the 
covariant density matrix and the rest frame density matrix may be estab­
lished by writing both in terms of the appropriate spinors. The covariant 
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density matrix may be written as 
P = LC^Uk(P) u^(P) , (3.10) 
K 
where the c are invariant weighting factors. In terms of the boost K 
operators and the rest frame spînors this may be written as 
K 
The rest frame density matrix may be written as 
l\ 
SO that p = B(P) B ' (P) • (3.12) 
(The expansion of the density matrix defined by Eq. (3.11) in terms of 
the statistical tensors involves the 2(2s+l) - square spin matrices as 
defined in Eq. (5.30); however, they occur in the same functional form 
as the T|^^ discussed in Appendix A. This simply requires that a differ­
ent normalization of the density matrix be used.) 
To establish the connection between Eq. (3.8) and (2.2), we use 
Eq. (3.12) to boost the initial and final density matrices. To carry 
this out explicitly for the scattering process we are considering, we 
wri te 
T = (3.13a) 
where T and T,, are parts which connect the initial and final states of 
e N 
the electron and nucleus, respectively. 
The expansion of the covariant density matrix as given in Eq. (3.10) 
suggests that we take 
1 = (f^T^P) (Pt^P) , (3.13b) 
where the daggers denote the matrix Hermitian conjugate and the factors 
of p are the matrices P of appropriate dimensionality. 
We may argue the appropriateness of this factorization with the 
following considerations: The restriction we place on T is that 
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Û , .  (P ' )û (P ' ) T U  ( P ) U  ( P) = f(X' X" ;X \J , (3.14) 
^ e ~ ^ H ~ '^N~ e~ eNeN 
în agreement with Eq. (3.9). We have used the helicity quantum numbers 
as spin projection values to label the covariant spinors, and the spinors 
are to be evaluated in the c.m. frame in agreement with the definition 
of the f's. Therefore, we may write 
T =  I  (P)Û,  (P)  ,  (3-15)  
e N e N X g -  ^  N  ~  
and Eq. (3.14) follows from the orthonormality of the spinors. Thus, each 
term in the sum in Eq. (3.15) factorizes as indicated in Eq. (3.13a). 
With the use of this factorization, Eq. (2.2) may therefore be 
written as 
I Pf ® p, . (TgP; î^) 0 (T^p. T^) . (3.16) 
e N e N 
Use of Eq. (3.6) results in 
r - ^[B;\p')T^B^(p)] p|°^[PB;\p')T^B^(p)p]^] 
e N e 
®  t [B;;'(P ' ) T „B„(P)] P J°'[PB-'(P')T „BJP)P]^ . (3.17) 
where we have moved the final state boost operators to the right-hand 
t **1 
side of Eq. (3.17) and used the properties B = B and PB P = B . Since 
we are using the density matrices for particle states only, the density 
matrices satisfy 
i(l+p) p(°) i(l+p) = p(°) , 
as is clear from the expanded form given in Eq. (3,11). Therefore we 
write Eq. (3.17) as 
s p^°'e p(°) = [f P<°'f^l 0 [f p<°'fj] , (3.18) 
e ^ e " n 
where = V (l+n )B ' (£ ' ) t^B (P)  ;Ml+P) , (3.19) 
and a similar equation holds between f^ and (The factors of ^-(1+P) 
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project out the part of the boosted operator which would give zero contri­
bution when the trace of Eq. (3.18) is taken.) The connection between 
Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18) may then be made in obvious fashion if we let 
f - 'a'N • 
For example, for T  as given by Eq. (3.15), 
^ X . (3.20) 
e' e 
We note also that S is left unchanged in the boosting process and there­
fore may be found from either Eq. (2.2) or (3.8). 
The helicity formalism, as we have outlined it here, may be used to 
find correlations in the c.m. frame only. Our development of the one 
photon exchange approximation, however, was made in the Breit frame. 
Thus it is necessary to relate the correlations found in the c.m. frame 
to those found in the Breit frame. The relation may be expressed most 
easily in terms of the rest frame density matrices. The covariant density 
matrix as given in Eq. (3.10) is a scalar in the sense that, for spin s, 
p' = ApA ^ , 
where A is the (0,s) © (s,0) representation of the Lorentz transformation. 
The relation between the rest frame density matrices, as found by using 
Eq. (3.12), is 
= [B"'(K)AB(P)lp(°) [B-'(P)A"'B(K)] , (3.21) 
where K = a P and the a are the transformation coefficients associa-M MV V nv 
ted with A. The operator in the square brackets may be shown to be rota­
tion operators and are called Wigner rotations. in general, these rota­
tions depend in a complicated fashion on A and £, but take on fairly 
simple forms when A is a rotation operator or a pure Lorentz transforma­
tion. When A is a rotation operator, the Wigner rotation may easily be 
shown to be just the rotation operator A, since 
A(s'P)•A ' = s-K 
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When A is a pure Lorentz transformation, the Wigner rotation is most 
simply expressed in terms of the velocity vector We may give A in 
terms of ^ as 
A = exp(-sa-parctanhp) , (3.22) 
and the transformation coefficients as 
®ij "  ^ ij "*• ^ 
, 
344 = % , (3.23) 
2 
where ri ~ (1-p ) The parameter for the Wigner rotation, which we 
denote by w, may be most easily determined by simply expanding the opera­
tors and reducing their product for the (0,^) © (^,0) representation. 
For the (0,4) f) (^,0) representation, the expanded form of A is given by 
A = [2(t|fl)] • (3.24) 
The expanded form of the boost operator is given by 
B(P) = [2 (7+l)]"^[7+l+a-(IP/M)] , (3.25) 
where 7 = [ (P/M) +1] ^ 
After carrying out the algebraic steps we find that the Wigner rotation 
operator is given by 
= [2m(t7<-1 ) (7+1 ) (m+mt77-t]p-p) ]  
[[M(77fl) (7+0-r ig*P] - iT j (gxP) -a]  (3 .26)  
From this expression, it is easily shown that it is appropriate to write 
Cos(|w) = [2M( i7*-1) (7+1) (M<-MT)7-77g-P)]"^[M(i7fl) (7+0-ng-P], (3.27a) 
and Sin(|w) = [2M('?7<-1) (7+O (M+MrjT-TjP'jP)]"^ Tj IPxP] . (3.27b) 
If we take w to be a unit vector in the direction of (^xJP), then we may 
write 
6L = Cos(^w)-i Sin(^)w-£= exp(-f-iw-jj) , 
from which it can be seen that the Wigner rotation is a rotation about w 
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in the right-hand sense through an angle -w. This determines the pa­
rameter w in general, since ihe reduction of the product of two general 
exponential forms like A and B depends on the commutation properties of 
the spin matrices, which are the same for all spin values. (This has been 
pointed out previously in connection with products of general forms of A 
13 by Weaver, et .) 
The transformation from the c.m. frame to the Breit frame may be 
made only by means of a pure Lorentz transformation. To determine the 
velocity vector p, we note that in the c.m. frame R - P'+P ^ 0, while in 
the Breit frame = 0. Therefore, in terms of the transformation coeffi­
cients given in Eq. (3.23), we write 
0 = R + (rrOêê'R -2TfeE , (3.28) 
where E is the c.m. energy of the nucleus. The velocity vector given by 
ê= (2E)"'R , (3.29) 
is the only vector which satisfies Eq. (3.28). The parameter T? associated 
with this transformation is 
T? = E , (3.30) 
where R^ = (^,2iE). The transformation of the momentum vectors of the 
initial and final sltates of the nucleus is easily found to be 
Sisfv = ' 
= i / ' v  =  i s  '  
in agreement with the definition of the Breit frame of the nucleus. This 
follows from the definition of p in Eq. (3.29) and the use of R*P = R-P' 
=|-R-R. We may further show that the momentum transfer three-vector is 
left unchanged by this transformation, since in the c.m. 0.^= (i^,0) and 
Q.R = 0, which is also in agreement with the definition of the Breit 
frame. 
The connection between the c.m. frame and Breit frame correlations 
may now be carried out explicitly using the Wigner rotation given in 
Eq. (3.26) and the velocity vector as given in Eq. (3.29). The Wigner 
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rotations, for both the initial and final states of the nucleus and the 
electron, are about the normal to the scattering plane, since R and all 
the momentum vectors lie in the scattering plane. If we write the initial 
momentum of the nucleus in the c.m. frame as 
p = &(R-a) , 
and the final momentum of the nucleus as 
P' = -^-(R+Q.) , 
then it is clear that the rotation associated with the final nuclear state 
is oppositely directed to the one associated with the initial nuclear 
state. In addition, since the energy of the initial and final states of 
the nucleus are the same, the angular displacements of the rotations are 
the same size. Consequently, the rotation associated with the final 
nuclear state is the inverse of the rotation associated with the initial 
nuclear state. The rotations associated with the initial and final 
states of the electron are similarly related. Also, since the momenta 
of either the initial or final states of the electron and nucleus differ 
only in sign, the rotations associated with these states are oppositely 
directed. However, the angular displacements associated with either the 
electron states or with the nuclear states are not of the same size, and 
no other simple relation exists between them. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF SOME OF THE OBSERVABLES 
IN THE ELASTIC SCATTERING PROCESS 
Before discussing any specific examples of the quantities which may 
be observed, we need to specify how the correlations are to be found in 
the one photon exchange approximation. We will also examine some general 
considerations which apply for all the correlations. 
The boosted form of Eq. (2.2) as discussed in Chapter Ml is also 
useful for discussing the correlations which may be observed in the 
elastic electron-nucleus scattering process. For the covariant descrip­
tion of the scattering process, the matrix T in Eq. (2.2) is given by 
T = Je , (4.1) 
u u 
where, as usual in quantum electrodynamics, we take the electron part to 
be given by 
J = iy . (4.2) 
n ^ 
The matrix y is the usual Dirac matrix which is equal to our 7, . As 
we have pointed out previously and as given in Table 7 in Chapter II, 
this term is Hermitian and invariant under each reflection, P, C, and T. 
This term also gives rise to a conserved current, as may be shown directly 
from either Eq. (2.45), the spinor equation, or from Eqs. (5.45), the 
boosted current form. The nuclear part of Eq. (4.1) has been discussed 
in Chapter 11 and may be taken as given. In order to make use of a 
boosted form, such as is given in Eq. (3.8), we make the identification 
•'e ° •'e ' ''N ° 
m u 
Thus we may factorize Eq. (2.2), as was done in Eq. (3.16), and write 
E pf ® Pf = (Jg pj ® (J^ P; , (4.3) 
e  N  n e V j t i N v  
where = (ij p (the dagger denotes the matrix Hermitian conjugate). The 
boosted form of this equation follows immediately with the recognition 
that 
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jy = i(l+P)B''(P')J^B(jP)|-(l+p) , (4.4) 
and the boosted form may be written as 
£ pjf) = (jg ) ® (j^ P;°) j j ) . (4.5) 
e u e ®v M 'n "^v 
The boosted expressions given by both Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (4.5) involve the 
2(2s+l) - square matrices As pointed out in connection with Eq. (3.11), 
this simply implies a certain normalization of the density matrices, but 
otherwise the functional forms are no different than if the expansions of 
Eqs. (3.8) and (4.5) were made in terms of the (2s+l) - square matrices s. 
Therefore, we are free to work with matrices of either dimensionality, as 
long as we allow properly for the normalization of the density matrices. 
Although we have introduced the boosted current and used the rest 
frame density matrices in Eq. (4.5), this equation is still covariant if 
we use a general boosted form for the currents. The covariant current 
terms transform as 
where A is the (0,s) © (s,0) representation of the Lorentz group. Using 
this transformation property, the relation between the boosted form of 
the transformed current and the original covariant current is found to be 
j '„ = a |(l+P)[B"^K')i\B(P')]B"'(P')J B(P) /i /iV V 
[B"^P)A"'B(K)] I(l+P) , (4.6) 
where K' = a P' , 
u UV V ' 
and K = a P , U flV \) ' 
and the transformation coefficients are those associated with A. The 
quantities In the square brackets are recognizable as the Wigner rotations 
discussed in connection with Eq. (3.21). The rotations and p commute in 
general so that Eq. (4.6) may be written as 
j '„ = a [B"'(K ' )AB(P') ]  j CB"'(P)A' 'B(K)] . (4.7) fi JiiV fw, V ^ 
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(The transformation of the boosted current is not in general a rotation 
unless A itself is a rotation operator.) The transformation properties 
of the density matrices as given in Eq. (3.21) and the boosted current 
are sufficient to ensure that Eq. (4.5) is covariant. Our considerations 
become noncovariant only when we choose to work in a specific reference 
frame. 
We shall choose here to make our considerations in the Breit frame. 
The boosted nuclear current may then be taken to be given by Eqs. (2.66) 
and (2.67) if we choose the z-axis to be defined by the direction of the 
incident momentum of the nucleus. The boosted form of the electron 
current is given by Eq. (5.45) as 
j- = .^ri [(7+l)+(7-l)p'.p+i (7-1) (p'xp)-o;] , 
e^ -
and j = (2m) '[r-i(qxa)] , 
where r = p'+p and q = p'-p. We note that, from conservation of momentum. 
We shall also choose to work with the (2s+l) - square matrices. The 
expansion of the spin s density matrix is then given by 
p(°> - (2S+I)-' £ S> tJ  , (4.8) 
L,M 
where the T^^^ is the set of matrices discussed in Appendix A, and the 6? 
are statistical tensors of rank L and component M. In order for the 
density matrix to be Hermitian (in the matrix sense) we require that 
^ LM ® L,-M ' (^^9) 
since tJ ^^ = (-1)^ T, The factor of (2s+l) is included so that Trp = 1, 
as follows from (P «n ~ ^ and the trace property of T given by Eq. 
uu LM 
(5.12). The statistical tensors are given in terms of.the density matrix 
and the T|^|^ by 
which follows from Eqs. (5.12) and (4.8). 
ho 
The normalization factor Z may now be found for the one photon ex­
change approximation by taking the trace of Eq. (4.5). This results in 
L = CT , (4.11) 
where . Ct.lS) 
The quantity given by Eq. (4.12) is a Lorentz tensor for the general 
boosted current. The reality of the components of this tensor is related 
to the symmetry of its indices. Taking the complex conjugate gives 
"«v ° ' (4-'3) 
which follows from the transposition of the trace and the Hermiticity of 
the density matrix. Thus, the symmetric part of a , which we denote by 
(S) 1 . 
a = ;ï(cr +a ), is real, and the antisymmetric part, which we denote 
MV nv vu' 
by a( '= f(a -o ), is pure imaginary. From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13) it is 
' i/v ' /iV vu' ' 
easy to show that £ is real. The symmetric and antisymmetric parts of 
a also differ in their dependence on the rank of the statistical tensors 
/iV 
as we shall demonstrate later. If the trace of Eq. (4.5) is expanded in 
terms of the matrix elements of the electronic and nuclear currents, i t 
becomes evident that L is just the cross section (within some normaliza­
tion) for the scattering of a beam of polarized electrons on an oriented 
nuclear target to some final configuration in which the orientation is 
unobserved. Therefore, any asymmetry in this cross section is given by 
As = 4. " 4; , (4.14) 
where the subscripts L and R are used here to denote two different initial 
orientations of the beam and the target. 
The polarization vector of the final electron states may be found 
from Eq. (4.5) by multiplying both sides by ^ and taking the trace. The 
result is 
"N .  (4.15) 
uv (UV 
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where (<? ) = Tr(aj , (4.16) 
*^6 C I  6  ULV ju e V 
and CT^ is given by Eq. (4.12). The quantity (^) is a Lorentz tensor 
"ixo yv 
on the indices nv and a three-vector on the vector indices of a. Under a 
general Lorentz transformation, the three-vector part of this quantity is 
rotated according to the Wigner rotation associated with the final state. 
The symmetry of the yv indices of this quantity also is related to its 
reality. Taking the complex conjugate gives 
' T r W ,  .  ( 4 . 1 7 )  
uv V e u vu 
which follows in a manner similar to that used with Eq. (4.13) when we 
include the Hermiticity of the matrices cr. Thus the symmetric part of 
(^ ^ ) , which we denote by (^(^g) + (^g) 'S real, and 
~ iiv ~ nv ~ MV VM 
the antisymmetric part, which we denote by (^^^^) = - (^g) If 
~ yv ~ lUV ~ V/U 
is pure imaginary. As with the symmetric and antisymmetric parts 
differ in their dependence on the rank of the initial statistical tensor. 
Similar considerations could be made for the polarization tensors which 
describe the final nuclear state. However, the determination of the 
polarization of the final state of even the nucléons is difficult experi­
mentally, so we shall confine our attention to correlations which are 
involved with asymmetries in the cross section or the polarization of the 
final electron state. 
A. Unoriented Target and Beam 
For the situation in which the target and the beam are unoriented the 
density matrices of the nucleus and the electron, are given by 
p!°^= (2s+l)"^ , 
N 
and pj°^= I , I 
e 
respectively. The contribution of the electron is given by 
o =§[ (7^+1)+(r^-l )£'•£] = (4m^) '(4m^+£* r) , (4.18a) 
®44 ' 
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0^^) = -i(2m) Vr. , (4.18b) 
®i4 ' 
= (4mf)"1(r.r -q q.+6..q'q) , (4.18c) 
e-j I J I J i j 
and all the other parts of zero. At this point, these expres­
sions apply equally well to the muon since we have not taken the ultra-
relativistic limit for the electron. (It should also be noted that 
= UY,') The contribution of the nucleus to T, as found from Eqs. 
(2.66) and (2.67), is given by 
a = L (r(=))2 , (4.19a) 
44 even L 
^ (r("))2+ E (rf))2] 2^a;,ô.,+0.,6.2) , (4.19b) 
•^ij odd L even L i i j i i/ j/ 
and all other parts of are zero. Eqs. (4.19) follow directly from 
the form of the components of the boosted current with the use of the 
trace relation given in Eq. (5.12). Since the z-axis was chosen to be 
A 
in the direction, the function of the Kronecker deltas which appears 
in Eq. (4.19b) may be written as 
ôiiôji+5i2fij2 
From this it follows that 
£. evgn L 
+ (r'r+2q.q)[ B S • (4.20) 
oddL even L 
Thus Z) has no asymmetries and the dependence on and is impossi­
ble to separate, a result which is not surprising and was apparent from 
the form of Eq. (4.19b). Therefore, it is also apparent that nothing is 
to be gained, as far as an understanding of the time-reversal non invari­
ant part is concerned, from observing the polarization of the electron. 
We note, however, that the contribution of the electron to the final 
polarization is given by 
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=  -(M" ' [ ( 7 -l)[q^ (p'xp) j+(£'x£)^r.] 
i4 
and 
+[7+l+(7-I)p'-pic„. .q. 1 , (4.21a) 
=» IJI 
^ ij 
From the expression for the final electron polarization, Eq. (4.15), using 
Eqs. (4.19) and (4.21), we find that the polarization is zero regardless 
of whether or not the reaction is time-reversal invariant. 
B. Unoriented Target—Polarized Beam 
When the beam of electrons initially has some polarization, the 
density matrix of the beam is given by 
p.(°' , 
e 
where is the initial polarization vector of the beam. In general 
the components of o^e^^ are now nonzero, but the parts given in Eqs. (4.18) 
are unchanged. Thus the division into symmetric and antisymmetric parts 
has also led to a division according to the rank of the initial polariza­
tion of the electron. The parts of not given in Eqs. (4.18) are 
given by 
'^4 
= (4m) ^{-C(7+l)+(7-l)p'-p](qxÇg'^) j 
-(r-0[(p'xp)-^p'(p'xp).]} , (4.22a) 
However, the parts of ctm which are contracted with the parts of Op , 
in Eqs. (4.22) are still zero and L is still given by Eq. (4.20). 
The other components of (G^ ) are also nonzero in general. These 
components are given by 
) = 4[C7+i+(r-i)p'*p](&g'^)^-2(7-0[(p'xp)xÇ^'^]^^ 
44 
44 
m r^ © n • (4.23a) 
= -i(M"'{2[l+(7-l)p'-p]r.(Sp'^)»-(7-l)t(p'xp)x(pj'^] r. 
'  G  < /  /V G  ' L I  
'I  . î4 
+[7+1+(7-1)p'"p][q^(6)j'h;-ô^;^;^rh 
(7-1) (p'xp)-S> j'^f.„..q.-(7-l) ( p ' x p ) . ( q x G * f ' ^ ) ; l  ,  (4.23b) 
rsj <^e t/IJ J ^ i, fw ^ G I 
(G*j^h = (4m^)"'{(r.r.+q q -q-qfi ) (S^^'^) 
e« e 4/ 
U 
+r.r,(®^ ')j + rj(6^g ^ ) i ^ i f,* '^J i 3' ^  é ' 
The final polarization of the electron is therefore given by 
= i[C7+1+(r-0£"£]S'g'^-2(7-l) (£'xp)xÇ^'^ 
+(7-i)^(p'xp)x[(p'xp)xÇ^'^]} [ z- (r^^))^] 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~e even L 
+ (4ni^)"^{(£-X,-2q-q)^^'^+2(r-S*^'^)q-2(q-9g'^)r 
fsj rw G G r«-» C 
-qx(qx6)(:))l [ S ([(""))^+ E (r(G))2] ,  
G  j j i L  ,  L  
(4.23c) 
(4.24) 
odd L even L 
so that the final electron beam actually has a nonzero polarization. 
However, as for the case when the initial electron beam has no polariza­
tion, the dependence on and cannot be separated and no informa­
tion is available about the time-reversal noninvariant terms when the 
nucleus has no orientation. 
C. Oriented Target—Unpolarized Beam 
When the nuclear target has some orientation, the density matrix 
describing the target is given by 
= (2s+,)-' S Tlh . 
N L,M 
in agreement with Eq. (4.8). Thus in order to evaluate we must f irst 
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determine the trace 
"t* "t* 
As the first step, we write the matrix element of the as 
(T li^ )^^, = (2L+l)C(sLs;\'M\) , (4.25) 
where we have used the symmetry of the C's to rewrite Eq. (5.11). Thus 
the trace may be written as 
= [(2L+1)(2L'+1)(2L"+1)]2 
S C(sLs;\'M\)C(sL's;\'M'\")C(sL"s;\"M"\) . (4.26) 
Again, using the symmetry of the C's, we may write 
C(sLs;\'MX)C(sL"s;\"M"\) = (-l)^"c(sLs;\'M\)C(sL"s;\,-M",\") 
(4.27) 
The sum over \ in Eq. (4.26) may then be carried out with the result 
S C(sLs;X'MX)C(sL"s;X"M"\) = (-1)^"c(sXs;X',M,X'+M) 
X 
C(sL"s;X '+M,-M",X") . (4.28) 
The product of the C's on the right in Eq. (4.28) may be rewritten in 
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terms of Racah coefficients [c.f., Eq. (6.4a)Rose ] so that 
r C(sLs;X'MX)C(sL"s;X"M"X) = (-1 )^" T [ (2j+l ) (2s+l ) F 
X j  
W(sLsL";sj)C(LL"j;M,-K")C(sjs;X',M-M",X") , (4.29) 
where W(sLsL";sj) is a Racah coefficient. Now the sum over X" in Eq. 
(4.26), using (4.29), gives 
S C(sLs;X'MX)C(sL"s;X"M"X)C(sL's;X'M'X") 
Ull i  
= (-1) E C (2j+ l)(2s+1) P w (sLsL";sj)C(LL"j;M,-M") 
j 
[ S C(sjs;X ',M-M",X")C(sL's;X ',M ' ,X")] , (4.30) 
X" 
which is zero unless X" = X '+M-M" = X '+M', so that M' = M-M". In that 
case the sum on X" on the right in Eq. (4.30) may be replaced by 
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C(sjs;X',M',X'+M')C(sL's;\',M',\'+M') 
The final sum on may be carried out using the symmetry properties 
and the orthogonality of the C's with the result 
Tr(TLMTL'M'TL"M") = (2s+l)^[(2L+1)(2L"+1)F 
W ( s L s L " ; s L ' ) C ( L L " L ' .  ( 4 . 3 1 )  
The vector part of the nuclear current given in Eq. (2.67) may be 
written in component form as 
+ ' ^ Ajl:5i+TL,.,-6|.TL.+,] . (4.32) 
even L ' ' 
where 6;+ = e.-e^ and e+ = e^± 
The components of then follow from Eqs. (2.66) and (4.32) with the 
use of the trace relation (4.31) as 
= Z r('=)r(;;)[(2s+l)(2L+1)(2L"+l)F 
44 even L 
even L" W(sLsL";sL')C(LL"L';0,0) , (4.33a) 
L' 
= Z [(2sfl)(2L+l)(2L"+l)?W(sLsL";sL') 
i 4 even L 
odd L" 
L' 
C(LL"L;0,-l)(i/4)[l+(-l)'-'"^'][ôjj9L.^.,+6j_^L',+ l^^ 
+ % {r^^r,^®^[(2s+l) (2L+1) (2L"+l) 3 ^W(sLsL";sL') 
even L 
even L" 
L' 
C(LL"L' ;0,-l) ( 4 )[1+(-1)'-'][Ô j^®l> ' 
(4.33b) 
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= S {r,^'^^rW[(2s+l)(2L+l) (2L"+l)]2w(sLsL";sL') 
i 4 even L 
+ £ tr'' ' 'r'??[(25+1)(2L+I)(2L"+l)Pw(sLsL":sL') 
even L 
even L" 
(4.33c) 
a|f = -S (r(")r(%^[(2s+1)(2L+1)(2L"+1)]^W(sLsL";sL') 
oddL L L 
°L' ^'(5j[1+(-1)^^][6;+6j_+6;_ôj+)6fL,oC(LL''L';-1,1) 
+ (6;+Sj+GfL,,_2+S!_GjjGfL',2)C(LL"L';-1,-1)]] 
-Z {r(G)[ (2s+l ) (2L+1 ) (2L"+T ) ]^W(sLsL" ;sL ' ) 
even L 
(aj[1+(-1)^^][(S;+Aj_+6;_ôj+)6>L.oC(LL"L';-1,1) 
-(A;+Sj+(?L',_2+S;_6jj6»L',2)C(LL"L';-1,-1)]} 
+ i S [r,^'"^r,^®^[(2s+l) (2L+1) (2L"+l)Fw(sLsL";sL') 
odd L *-
^ (i)[1+(-1)^ *^](6;+6jj6fL',-2"Gi-GjjS*L',2) 
C(LL"L';-1,-1)] , (4.33d) 
= -L (r(*)r(%^[(2s+1)(2L+1)(2L"+I)]2W(sLsL";sL') 
'J odd L L L 
°L^ (5)[1+(-l)L' + '][6;+ôj_-ô;_0j+)GfL,oC(LL"L' ;-!,!) 
+ (R;+ôj+(?L',-2-G;-6jjS*L',2)C(LL"L';-''-1)]] 
-L [r(e) r(e) [ (2s+l ) (2L+1 ) (2L"+1 ) Fw(sLsL" ;sL ' ) 
even L 
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(4.33e) 
Eqs. (4.33) are not the immediate result of taking the trace for but 
follow from the trace after use of the symmetry of the C's and the W's. 
The sum over M' involved in the definition of the density matrix has been 
carried out and only the polarization tensor components which are given 
remain. The evaluation of this sum eliminates some of the possible 
values of L' which have not been explicitly excluded; however, the C's 
ensure that these values of L' do not contribute. In general, it can 
also be seen from these equations that the division into symmetric and 
antisymmetric parts also separates the dependence on the polarization 
tensors of different rank as is determined by the factor of ^[1±(-1)^ ]. 
For L' = 0, we note also that these equations are in agreement with Eqs. 
(4.19). 
For an initially unpolarized electron beam the nonzero contributions 
to £ come from Ogj. , , and Oe—, as given by Eqs. (4.18). The contri-44 14 IJ 
butions to the final polarization of the electron beam come from (V^ ).^ 
and (fi^e^^)|j given by Eqs. (4-.21). An actual evaluation of 2 and 
the final polarization of the electron beam may be carried out explicitly 
as indicated in Eq. (4.11) and (4.16), respectively, using Eqs. (4.18), 
(4.21), and (4.33). However, an explicit evaluation is unnecessary in 
determining experimental conditions for which the time-reversal noninvar-
iant terms might be observed. 
Practical considerations limit the rank of the polarization tensors 
to L'<3, since the population of a given polarization configuration 
decreases with increasing rank of the tensor. (These configurations are 
produced only with large momentum transfer, or emission or absorption of 
radiation of high multipolarity.) This limitation eliminates the use of 
the interference term which occurs in since this term IN I j 
contributes only for tensors of odd rank L'>2. 
For polarization tensors of rank L' = 1, contributions which depend 
on occur in and . The dependence of on however, 
is also accompanied by the same dependence on Thus it does not 
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provide a means of observing the F^^^term. Only . which depends on 
(c) (e) 14 / \ 
the interference of F and F , provides a means of observing F , 
since the dependence on F^^^ occurs only for tensors of even rank. There­
fore, since the only antisymmetric contribution of the electron beam with 
(A) 
the same indices is the suggestion is to look for asymmetries in the 
cross section when the target has a vector polarization in a direction 
perpendicular to that of the momentum transfer. 
For polarization tensors of rank L' = 2, contributions which depend 
on F^®^ occur in and . The dependence of on F^®^ is 
accompanied by a dependence on F^^^ for tensors of the same rank. Thus 
it does not provide a means of observing the F^®^ term. However, 
/ \ / \ 
which depends on the interference of F and F , does provide a means 
of observing F^®\ since the dependence on F^^^ occurs only for tensors 
of odd rank. Therefore, since does give a nonzero contribution 
to the polarization of the final electron beam, this suggests that the 
(g) 
F terms might be observed by examining the polarization of the final 
electron when the target is described by a second rank polarization 
tensor only. 
An explicit evaluation of the asymmetry in the cross section leads to 
As « q " ( ) , (4.34) 
where Ç is the polarization vector of the target. This follows from 
our definition of the z-axis and 
(The proportionality factor depends on the spin of the nucleus from our 
definition of the The proportionality factor in Eq. (4.34) may be 
evaluated from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.33) once the proportionality factor 
between the spherical and Cartesian components of the vector are known. 
Thus the only component of the polarization vector which gives a contribu­
tion to the asymmetry is the component normal to the scattering plane. 
We also note that the smallest charge multipole moment which contributes 
is the quadrupole. This is the test which has previously been noted for 
r g 
the deuteron , but as we have shown here, the same test may be made 
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with any nuclear target with spin greater than one-half. 
An explicit evaluation of the final polarization of the electron 
beam leads to 
proportionality factor in Eq. (4.35) may be evaluated from Eqs. (4.21) 
and (4.33) once the proportionality factor between the spherical and 
Cartesian components of the tensor are known. From Eq. (4.35) i t can be 
seen that the final polarization of the electron beam has components in 
the scattering plane only if the tensor has a component in the plane 
containing the normal to the scattering plane and the initial momentum of 
the nucleus. The component of the polarization of the final electron 
beam normal to the scattering plane is nonzero only if the tensor has a 
component in the scattering plane. 
It should be pointed out that if the polarization of the target is 
not described completely by just a tensor of the rank indicated above, 
the results of the suggested tests may be ambiguous. Ambiguities may 
also arise from the higher order processes. However, these ambiguities 
may be investigated to some extent using the helicity formalism as was 
pointed out in Chapter i l l. The helicity formalism may be used to 
investigate the asymmetry in the cross section, since it is the component 
of the vector polarization of the target which is normal to the scattering 
plane that is involved with this asymmetry in the one photon exchange 
approximation. The transformation of Eq. (3.8) from the c.m. frame to 
the Breit frame involves a rotation of the initial density matrix (given 
by a Wigner rotation) about the normal to the scattering plane. Therefore, 
the component of the vector polarization along the normal is unaffected 
by the transformation. Thus i t is only necessary to examine any asymme­
tries in the cross section which may arise from a component of the vector 
polarization along the normal in the c.m. frame. 
+[(7+l)+(7-l)p'-p]e^jjqj]® ' (4.35) 
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Any ambiguities in the final polarization of the electron beam, 
however, are not readily investigated with this approach. The final 
polarization of the electron beam is nonzero only if the target polariza­
tion is described by a second rank tensor with components in the scatter­
ing plane. Therefore, since the transformation from the c.m. frame to 
the Breit frame involves a rotation about the normal to the scattering 
plane through an angle which varies with the energy of the nucleus, it 
becomes necessary to investigate the contribution of all the components 
of the tensor polarization to the final polarization of the electron 
beam. Thus we will confine our attention only to the asymmetry in the 
cross section. 
The calculation of L from Eq. (3.8) first leads to 
where the density matrix here is to be taken to have a vector contribution 
only, so that 
In defining the helicity amplitudes, we chose the normal to the scattering 
plane as the y-axis; so, if we take the polarization vector to have a 
component normal to the scattering plane, the only nonzero part will come 
from the y-component of the Cartesian tensor. An explicit evaluation of 
T^^ from Eq. (5.10) gives 
" x..xi; e N' e N 
p|°'. (2s+l)-'[,+ Z t | ] 
N M 
(4.37) 
1 
T^g = [s(s+l)/3] ^ s^ , (4.38a) 
1 
T,= ? [2s(s+l)/3] ^ (s^tisy) , (4.38b) 
which, together with Eq. (4.10), gives 
®10 [s(s+1)/3]"2 , 
6^1 ,±, = T[2s(S+1)/3]"2 (6^±i@y) (4.39b) 
(4.39a) 
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Thus, with the limitation that the polarization vector has a component 
along the z-axis, Eq. (4.36) becomes 
£= [2 (25+1)]-' s 
^e'^e' 
-i [2(2S+1)/3]''C2S(S+1)]"^ y 
(4.40) 
which follows after an evaluation of the matrix elements of . If 
we interchange the summation variables and Xj^' in the last term, make 
use of the symmetry of the C's, and carry out the sum of Xj^, Eq. (4.40) is 
Z= [2(2s+l)]-' L |f(\lX';X XJ|^+{[(2s+l)/3r^[2s(s+l)]4g y 
Z lniCf(x;x^;XgX^)f"(x;x^;Xg,XN+')]C(sls;X^l) ] . (4.41) 
K' \ '  
The asymmetry in the cross section, then, is proportional to the imaginary 
part of the product 
The imaginary part of this product is not zero in general, since the 
symmetry conditions given by Eqs. (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7) do not restrict 
the f's to be real or to satisfy 
Thus, it is possible for the higher order processes to give a nonzero 
contribution to the asymmetry in the cross section and an observation of 
a nonzero asymmetry in the cross section would not necessarily indicate a 
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violation of time-reversal invariance. This method does not indicate the 
order of the process which contributes to the asymmetry, however, and it 
is possible that the order is large enough that this asymmetry is greatly 
suppressed. A more detailed investigation of this asymmetry could be 
made using the one photon exchange as an accurate description of each 
photon-nucleus vertex for at least the two photon exchange process. 
D. Oriented Target and Beam 
An explicit calculation of the cross section and the final polariza­
tion of the electron beam can be made using Eqs. (4.18), (4.21), (4.22), 
(4.23), and (4.33). However, these experimental conditions are not likely 
to be useful for a test of time-reversal non invariance, since there is 
no way to easily isolate the contributions of the time-reversal noninvar-
iant terms. From this point of view, the best conditions seem to exist 
for an initially unpolarized electron beam as discussed in Section C. 
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V. APPENDIX 
A. Complete Set of Matrices for any Spin--
Rotation Group Representations 
Other methods of constructing a complete set of matrices have been 
given. (In particular the matrices have often been given as proportional 
to 
S lm ' 4 > ' < i-x • > 
However, the construction given here seems to be unusual and illustrates 
the usefulness of starting directly with the transformation properties. 
We take the matrices to be spherical tensors S|^|^ which transform 
according to 
° ' (5.1) 
where 
M,M' = -L,-L+I,''',L ; 
jGk'M = (LM'le-'S'jjLM) i 
and ^ is the representation of the angular momentum in a (2s+l) dimen­
sional space. 
This transformation property is not the usual one for spherical 
tensors but is a direct consequence of restricting the tensors to have 
matrix elements for the states in the (2s+l) dimensional spin space only. 
Also, this restriction leads to a limitation on the maximum rank of the 
matrices. 
Under an infinitesimal transformation we find 
to first order in the 0.. By choosing 0 appropriately, this leads to 
^ ^ ^LM ' (5.2a) 
[s+, 5^%]- = [(L=FM)(L±KH-1)F , (5.2b) 
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where s. = s ± îs . These commutation relations are sufficient to allow 
± X y 
the proof that the matrix elements of the are given by 
<sA'IS LMI sA) = C(sLs;\M\') (sllsjls) , (5.3) 
where C(sLs;\M\') is a Clebsch - Gordon coefficient and (s||S^j|s) is a 
reduced matrix element. This is just the Wigner - Eckart theorem with 
the restriction of the states to the spin s states only. From Eq. (5,3) 
and the properties of the C's it is easy to show that the are nonzero 
only if L < 2s. 
The evaluation of the reduced matrix element follows from the defini­
tion of the tensors of rank one and the product rule for spherical tensors. 
We define the first rank tensors by 
S,0 = =2 ' (5.4a) 
S, = =F~ s+ J (5.4b) 
' sTz -
and note that Eq. (5.4b) follows from Eq. (5.4a) and the commutation 
relations, Eq. (5.2b). The product rule for spherical tensors is 
= SC (L^LgLlM'jM-M'jM) TL^^iCAJ) 
If are tensors of the type considered here, it follows 
that T|_M is also. Now for L = M = L] + L2 only one C - coefficient is 
nonzero, i.e. C(LiL2L;LlL2L) = 1. Thus 
^ll ~ ' (5.5) 
s l l  
and the reduced matrix element is found to be 
(sllsjis) = (2)-^/: (|^)i , (5.6) 
26 
where we have used the expression given by Rose [Eq. (3.19)] for the 
(2s-L)i (2L+1)!' 
C-coefficients. The other components of the.Lth rank tensors may be found 
by using either the commutation rules Eq- (5.2b) with as given in 
Eq. (5.5) or from the matrix elements as in Eq. (5.3) with (sHs^||s) 
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given by Eq. (5.6). 
Some simple consequences of this construction are 
\,-M = ' (5-7) 
SQO = 1 , (5.8) 
and = (§^) (s||sj|s)^ G^L' GnM' " (5-9) 
Eq. (5.7) follows from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) and the reality of the C-
coefficients; Eq. (5.8) follows from an explicit evaluation of Eq. (5.3) 
for L=M=0; Eq. (5.9) follows from Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7) and the symmetry 
and orthogonality of the [-coefficients. 
From Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9), it is easily shown that the are linear­
ly independent. Thus for each value of L there are 2L+1 linearly indepen-
2 dent matrices and since L ranges from 0 to 2L there are a total of (2s+l) 
linearly independent matrices. Therefore, the form a complete set for 
forming any (2s+l) x (2s+l) dimensional matrix. 
The matrices which we have used extensively here are simply a renor­
mal izat ion of the given above, defined by 
T,u = S.» . (5.10) LM (sllsjls) ^LM 
Some of the consequences of the renormalization are 
(s,\'1T J^^1s,\> = (-1)®"^ (2s+l)^ C(ssL;\,-\',-M) , (5.11) 
TrCr^M = (2S+I) «„„• • C-'Z) 
However, the Tj^^^ still satisfy Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) and form a complete 
set. The T, „ as defined here are in agreement with the Madison Conven-
tion35. 
B. Complete Set of Matrices for any Spin— 
Lorentz Group Representations 
The matrices given here are involved in the description of a particle 
of spin s and rest mass m using wave functions which form a basis for the 
(0,s), (s,0), or (0,s) f) (s,0) representations of the Lorentz group. Our 
primary interests are the expansion of tha complete set of matrices in 
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terms of.spin s angular momentum matrices and their properties under dis­
crete transformations. Consequently, we make no attempt to discuss the 
algebra of the matrices. These matrices are a special case of the matrices 
constructed by Barut, Muzinich, and Williams . Williams^^ has given a 
discussion of the algebra of these matrices by expressing them inductively 
12 in terms of the spin one-half representation. Alternatively, Weinberg 
and Nelson and Good^^ have given methods of construction of the (s,s) 
representation matrices in terms of the spin s angular momentum matrices; 
Weinberg's in terms of the expansion of exponential functions of the spin 
matrices and Nelson and Good's in terms of polynomials derived from the 
transformation properties of the covariant matrices. The expansion of the 
complete set of matrices follows in a manner analogous to the expansion 
of the (s,s) representation given by Nelson and Good and is a consequence 
of the transformation properties of the matrices and the requirement that 
they form the basis for an irreducible representation. 
The problem of what types of matrices may occur for the irreducible 
representations is solved by studying the bilinear covariants which may 
be built from the wave function basis of the representations. The bilinear 
•I* 
covariants are of the form cp U^x where cp and x are (0,s) or (s,0) functions. 
For the continuous Lorentz group the (0,s) functions transform as 
cp' = (e'~~) cp , (5-13a) 
and the (s,0) functions as 
cp' = (e'~ cp , (5.13b) 
where the T . are three complex numbers which parametrize the Lorentz 
transformations. (Since the T. are complex, the representations are non-
unitary in general.) It should be noted that if cp is a (0,s) [or (s,0)] 
•I* 
function, then cp transforms as a (s,0) [or (0,s)] function. The types of 
matrices are then determined by a Clebsch-Gordon analysis of the bilin­
ear covariants: 
(i) for cp and x (0,s) functions we have (s,0) ® (0,s) = (s,s) ; 
(ii) for cp and x (s,0) functions we have (0,s) g) (s,0) = (s,s) ; 
(III) for cp, an (s,0) function and for x> a (0,s) function we have 
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2s 
(0,s) ig) (0,s) = (0,k) ; 
k=0 
(iv) for cp, a (0,s) function and for X j an (s,0) function we have 
2s 
(s,0) ® (s,0) = (k,0) , 
k=0 
where ZL is to be taken to mean a direct sum on all possible values of k, 
1^ 
an integer between zero and 2s. 
It is possible to make a special choice of the matrices U. so that 
4l they are labeled like the components of a Lorentz tensor. Hamermesh 
has given a discussion of the construction of tensors which form the basis 
of irreducible representations for various groups. If we write a general 
transformation of the coordinate four-vector as 
where is it, then is 6^^ and a.j, ia.^, ia^., and a^ are real. 
Since the reality of the transformation coefficients is unimportant as to 
what tensor types form bases for irreducible representations of the 
Lorentz group, we may treat the Lorentz group as the orthogonal group in 
four dimensions. It should be noted, though, that all irreducible repre­
sentations of the Lorentz group do not have a corresponding tensor type. 
For cases (i) and (ii) above, the tensor is of rank 2s, symmetric 
with respect to the interchange of any index pair and with all contrac-
16 
tionr. zero. These are the matrices examined by Nelson and Good and need 
no further discussion. Their results, which are of interest here, are 
^vp... • ° v." ° ' <5-'4) 
where Eq. (5.16) follows from the transformation properties of the (0,s) 
functions. (The dagger denotes Hermitian conjugation.) Eqs. (5.14) through 
(5.16) leave an overall numerical factor unspecified which is chosen so 
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that 
S4...4 = • IS-'7) 
This choice yields the results 
= ± S (5ol8) jUVp... uvp... ' 
W..'=' ° C... • '5-'9) 
The sign in Eq. (5.18) is +1(-1) when there is an even(odd) number of 
4's in the indices; the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. is 
unitary matrix such that 
(in the matrix representation where only Sg has imaginary elements, may 
also be chosen to have real elements.) 
A consequence of Eq. (5.19) is the complement of Eq. (5.16), 
= W„-- ' Ir . . .  • (5.20) 
2 
since the S have (2s+l) independent components, they form a complete /ivp... 
set of (2s+l) x (2s+l)- square matrices. 
(The parameter r may be determined from the transformation coeffi­
cients at this point. For spin one-half the matrices S^ are S^ - i and 
^ - Z) the Pauli spin matrices. The product rule is simple and the expo­
nential may be expanded in a form which is easy to work with. For a space 
rotation through an angle 0 in the right-hand sense about the direction 
0/0, T is 0 itself. For a pure Lorentz transformation to a set of axes 
having velocity v relative to the initial set of axes, ^ 's i(v/v) arc-
tanh V. )  
For cases (iii) and (iv), there is a tensor type for each value of k, 
an integer. By Hamermesh's^' prescription, the tensors corresponding to 
(0,k) and (k,0) are of rank 2k with symmetry given by the Young pattern 
which has rows which are k boxes long and columns 2 boxes long. Thus it is 
a tensor whose indices may be grouped in k pairs, antisymmetric with 
respect to interchange of indices within a pair and symmetric with respect 
to interchange of one pair with another. 
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In addition these tensors must be either self dual or anti-self dual 
on the antisymmetric indices. This "dualness" is determined by the trans­
formation properties of the tensors. We denote the (0,k), k^O, tensor type 
by 
(k) /LiV, pCj ... y 
and the (k,0),k^0, tensor type by 
JI (k) yUV,per,-.. ' 
where we have grouped the indices in antisymmetric pairs. (We may choose 
T^qj = T'^qj = 1. In the discussion of these tensors 
is excluded.) These tensors transform according to 
(5.21) 
^g^ r  which follows, k=0 
(e'~~) ^ T(k)wv,pa,...(e'- ' 
Î T'* * s 1 Î T'^ *5 — 
^ ^(k)/iv,pa,... ^ ^w0fvpfpy^aô'''^(k)a!p,y6,... ' 
(5.22) 
in agreement with the transformation properties of the (0,s) and (s,0) 
functions. We note that Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) are fundamentally different 
and are not connected in any fashion as are Eqs. (5.16) and (5.20). In 
order for these tensors to have some sort of dualness and yet be in agree­
ment with Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) for infinitesimal transformations, it is 
necessary for 
^(k)uv,pa,... ~ 2 ^fiV(UT ^(k)wT,pa,... 
= ^ SpowT T(k)wv,wT,... = ' (5.23) 
^(k))UV, pa,... 2 ^juvtuT ^(k)u)T,pa,... *" ' (5.2^) 
Thus we say the (0,k) tensor types are self dual and the (k,0) tensor types 
are anti-self dual. 
From the symmetry and the dualness of the (0,k) and (k,0) tensors, we 
find that the linearly independent components of either tensor type may be 
written as 
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T(k);,4,!24,...,l^,4 •^(k)i,4,Î24,...,i^4 , 
symmetric and contract ion less on any pair of space indices. Therefore, 
except for an overall numerical factor, the independent components form a 
basis for an irreducible representation of R^. We choose the factor so 
that 
T(k)i,4,i24,...,;^4 " T(k)i,4,i24,...,ik4 
= (s. s. ...s. ) + c_(5. . s. ...s. ) + ... 
'l '2 'k 'l'2 '3 'k 
+ c,<0. 5 ...6; ; ) (k even) ; (5.25a) 
" 'l'2 'k-l'k 
= (s. s . ...s. ) + C,(ô. . s. ...s. ) + ft 
'2 'k ' 'l'2 '3 'k 
+ C. <Ô. ; ...5. s. ) (k odd) , (5.25b) 
'l'2 'k-2'k-l 'k 
where the c's are to be determined so as to make the tensors contraction-
less and are therefore real. The angular brackets indicate 1/ki times a 
sum over all permutations of the indices. For example, 
(s;Sj) = i(s.s.+s.s.) , 
«^ij> = 6ij , 
Since the c's are real and the expressions on the right in Eqs. (5.25) are 
completely symmetric functions of Hermitian spin matrices, it follows that 
T(k)i,4,...,ik4 T(k)i,4,...,i^k 
are Hermitian. Thus, using the symmetry of the tensors and Eqs. (5.23) 
and (5.24), we may show that all the components of T^^^ and T^^^ are 
Hermitian. That is. 
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T+ = T (k)jLtv, pa,... (k)juv, pa,... ' (5.26a) 
and = T}.\ . (5.26b) (k)uv,pa,... (k)mv,pa,... 
Another consequence of our choice of factor is 
CsT(k)wv,pa,...cl' " ^'(Wuv.pa,... ' 
CsT(k)KV,pa....Cs' ' 
which follows directly from the definition of and Eqs. (5.25). 
Both the and have (2k+l) independent components. 
Therefore, we have a total of (2s+I)^ linearly independent matrices of 
either the (0,k) or (k,0) tensor type, k=0,l,...,2s. Thus both the (0,k) 
and the (k,0) types form a complete set. Along with the and 
, these matrices form a complete set for expanding any (2s+l) -/iVp... 
square matrix, simultaneously preserving the transformation properties of 
the matrix. 
The matrices that occur with the wave functions in the (0,s) fF) (s,0) 
representation are closely related to the matrices which occur for the 
irreducible (0,s) and (s,0) representations. The (0,s) fp) (s,0) wave 
functions transform as 
I|R' = AIJ; , (5.28) 
where A=(e'~'~ (5.29) 
for the continuous Lorentz group. The types of matrices which occur are 
again given by a Clebsch-Gordon analysis of the bilinear covariants: 
[(0,s) © (s,0)] ®[(0,s) © (s,0)] 
2s 
= 2(0,0) @2(s,s) m Z m [(0,k) @ (k,0)] . 
K=r 
It should be noted that each of the (0,0) and the (s,s) representations 
are separately irreducible. 
in addition to the covariant matrices it is convenient for some pur­
poses to introduce an auxiliary set of 2(2s+l) - square matrices 
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s -  ( o  s ]  '  2 -  s " '  ,  { 5 . 3 0 a )  
which satisfy 
I :  a  c  =  o f .  c  e  e - ' .  - p * ,  
C ^ = -sj , c 75 c ' ^ -7g • ( 5 . 3 0 b )  
The bilinear covariants here are of the form where \j[ is iji P and 
the are members of the complete set of matrices. For the continuous 
Lorentz transformations, the bilinear covariants transform as 
-  - 1  
where we have used = pA '. In order for the 7^ to be labeled as ten­
sors and yet be in agreement with the transformation rule for the bilinear 
covariants, the (s,s) matrices must have only off-diagonal blocks while 
all of the others have only on-diagonal blocks. An appropriate set of 
matrices is given by 
7, = 1 , (5.31a) 
Tg = 7% J (5.31b) 
'3,«vp... = Cp.. \ 
, W- ' 
0 f 
0  \ (k=l, . . . , 2 s )  
^ ^  (k )#v,po, . . .  j  (5-316)  
where the matrices which make up the smaller blocks are those discussed in 
connection with the (0,s) and (s,0) representations. The matrices as 
' ' (k+4)MV, pa, . . .  (k)wiv,pc,... 
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given here are all Hermitian. Matrices of the form 
^(i<+4)/iV,pa,... ~ f ^ (l<)/iV,pCT,. ^ | T ( k ) w  
\ 0 
^ (k)wv,pa,... 
need not be included since we may use the dualness of the and 
= i c  
T^, \'s to write 
W 
^ (k+h)  uv j ipc j . . .  ^(k+4)uDT, per,. . .  
In addition, the same considerations give the dualing property 
^(l<+4)iuv, per,... ~ '^^jLtviuT ^5 ^\k+4)wT,pa,... 
paivr ^5 ^(k+4)juv,u)T,. 
We note also that 
= ^ 7c 7/. = ... . (5.32) 
7/. = ' 7r • (5.33) 
4,wvp— 5 3,/ivp... 
The number of linearly independent components of the matrices defined in 
Eqs. (5'31) is found in a straightforward fashion from the matrices in 
the sub blocks and Eq. (5.32). The matrices defined by Eqs. (5.31c) and 
(5.31d) each have (2s+l) linearly independent components; the matrices 
defined by Eq. (5.3le) have (2k+l) linearly independent components for 
each value of k. Thus, there are a total of 4(2s+l) linearly independent 
matrices, and the matrices defined by Eqs. (5*31) form a complete set for 
expanding any 2(2s+l) - square matrix. One further consequence of Eq. 
(5.31) is 
'3,44...4 (5.34) 
(Complete sets of matrices have been developed explicitly for spins one-
half, one and three-halves^^. The matrices defined by Eqs. (5.31a) 
through (5.31d) agree with these special cases, but the matrices given by 
Eq. (5.31e) in general differ by an overall factor.) 
For completeness we give the transformation properties of the bilinear 
covariants. The (s,0) © (0,s) wave functions transform simply under space 
and time reflections as well as the transformations of the continuous 
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Lorentz group. For the space reflection 
XI = -X. ,  t '  = t  
I I ' 
the wave function transformation rule is 
V(x') = î]p P^(x) . (5-35) 
For the time reflection 
x !  =  X. ,  t ' = - t  ,  
the rule 
i|r'(x') = [C ^(x)] (5.36) 
is used. Here rjp and t j^ are complex numbers such that |%p| = \rij\ = 1-
Thus the transformation rules of the bilinear covariants relative to an 
arbitrary Lorentz transformation 
are 
x' = a X , 
M uv V '  
4^ t V (5.37a) 
iJyjV = (deta)*7g^ (5.37b) 
*'f3,wvp...*' = Vvp^P7'"^,ap7...^ (5.37c) 
(5.37<i) 
i'f(k+4)Kv.pa,...*' = (W|a44l)\aVp/a«"-
*r(k+4)ce,7A...* • (5-37:) 
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C. Explicit "Boosting" of the Current— 
Spin One-half and Spin One 
1. Spin one-half 
From Table 1 ,  pages 17 and 18, we find that the possible current terms 
which are invariant under space reflection are: 
T Ç T Ç 
-
- + + 
R 
U 
+ + + + 
'?3,% + + + + 
-'V3,A 
+ + 
— — 
~%75,pCT%'^a 
-V3,vQv - — pCT%'^a + + 
The factors of ±i and ±1 are in agreement with Table ?• We have repeated 
the time-reversal and charge conjugation properties of the terms using the 
convention given for Table 7; A "+" denotes invariance, a noninvar-
iance. 
The set of matrices given in Appendix B, Eq. (5.31) are given expli­
citly for spin one-half by 
7 
J 3.'*' ( I  ! )  '  ' 3 - °  ( - I / o ' ) '  
' 5 ' ' " °  = ( o '  l . )  '  " S . I J  
where the a. which appear in the sub-blocks are the (2x2) Pauli matrices. 
In terms of the auxiliary set of matrices given in Eq. (5.30a), the covar-
iant matrices are 
?3,4 = P ' 73,i = -'9=1 ' 
74^4 = '75P , 74^: = 2ps. - Po. I I 
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75,;4 = ^ 75,ij " ^ ijk^k ~ 2 E,jkOk . (5-39) 
The connection between the covariant matrices as we have developed them 
and the standard Dirac matrices may be found by establishing 
y = y (5.40) 
3,u '  u 
''5,mv " i wv = h (5.41 ) 
and by using Eq. (5-33), 
The boost operator given in Eq. (2.5) may be written as 
B(P) = expCstt-(lP/P)arctanh(P/E)] = [2 (7+1)] ^ [(7+l)+a.p/Mj , 
(5.42) 
where 7 = E/M. We will not boost the current terms in general, but will 
assume that E' = E. This restriction applies for both the electron and 
nucleus in both the c.m. and Breit frames. This also restricts to 
(Q,,0) . The boosted current terms are therefore given by 
' \. (f ) %\ W = & "rk ' [(7+1)-(7-1 (7-1 £^"RK ' 
(5.43) 
= I  % U rk' [(7+1 )-(7-1 '(7-1 ' 
(5.44) 
:"K'(2')y3,4"K(-) " i!"RK'[(7+1)+(7-1)P''P+!(7-1)(P'x^)'a]u^^ , 
(5.45a) 
:"K'(:')73,;"K(f) = (2M)"'uRK'[*i - ' (5.45b) 
-i^K.(P')V3,vVK(t) = ° ' (5.46) 
"\'^^'^V3,vVK(y = -2:H0.^URK,[(7+1)-(7-1)P''f 
- i ( 7 - 1 ) ( P ' x f ) J  ( 5 . 4 7 )  
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-"K'<£''V3,vVK'£> = ° 
'V '<£ ' 'V3,vVK<S.> = 
- i (7-1) (P 'X£)-23urk  ^ (5 '49)  
+C (7+1)-(7- 0£ ' -£3  (f'xf)'S^"RK ' (5.50a) 
(5.50b) 
-M7(7-l)(l-i'-i)R;-îM(7-0 (È'x^ RK 
:"K'(r)75,4vVK(J^) = &!M(7^-1)u^^,[1-^'.^-!(^'xA).o]u^^ ,(5.51a) 
+[ (7+1 )+ (7-1 ) ^  • l^3î e Î j I^dj o^^}u RK 
-"ki<£''''5,'.vVkW = " 
A  A .  
- (7-1)  (P 'x i )  jS*û -î [ (7+ 1 ) - (7- 1 ) P ' 'P 3(1.}u^^  ,  
Â' <£''VS.pAVKW = c-î'-î'VRK' 
[ - i [ ( 7 + l ) - ( 7 - l ) £ '  . £ ] +  ( 7 -1)  (£ 'x^  •a}u RK 
(5.51b) 
(5.52a) 
(5.52b) 
(5.53) 
'=K'<r'V5,pa%VK<:> = i"'('''-')(l-r-P)VRK 
{ - [  (7+1)-  (7-1)  P' • P" l - i  (7-I) (P'xP) "a]u RK (5.54) 
Eqs. (5.43) through (5.54) are found by a tedious, but otherwise simple, 
algebraic procedure. The conservation properties of the various current 
terms follow easily OR = 0*R = 0, and Q* (P'xP) = 0. We find that only ju a ~ ~ ' ;5 ' 
those terms which are invariant under P, T, and C, separately, are con­
served. Although these results are also easily found covariantly, this 
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does support the validity of boosting the current terms. 
The linear relations between the terms is much more easily examined 
in the Breit frame, where jP' = -^ = In this frame, the conserved, 
nonzero terms may be written as 
\.(£')Vk® =''VRK'"RK ' 
. t 
lU. 
I u. 
-u, 
K 
K 
RK 
1 t 
RK 
(5.44') 
(5.45a') 
(5,45b') 
(5.49') 
(5.50a') 
.2. t (^')"i\,pa%V4,v"KW = "RK'(:';jkQj°k)"RK ' (5.50b') 
(£'^^5,4VVK('£^ = :M(y^-')"RK'"RK ' 
(r)y5,iA"KW =KK'('^ijkQjV"RK ' 
(^')V5,pWK(^ = ' 
(5.51a') 
(5.51b') 
(5.54') 
where we have numbered these equations in agreement with the more general 
boosted terms. With the observation that R = (£,2i7M), the linear 
relations between the terms are determined easily from this set of 
equations. Once these linear relations have been determined in the Breit 
frame and written in a covariant fashion, these linear relations must hold 
in all frames of reference. 
The components of the boosted current for a spin one-half nucleus as 
given in Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60), are 
and J = » : 1_ n (^) (Q )Q^a 
/2 ' 
We note from Eq. (5.44') that the covariant form factor for the term R 
may be directly related to the physical form factor , since only 
u 
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the fourth component of uR^u is nonzero. Similarly, from Eqs. (5.50') 
we note that the covariant form factor for the term e Q. R 7i, may be /X juvpa p a 4,\, 
directly related to the physical form factor Fj , since only the three-
vector part of -ue 0 R 7i u is nonzero. The physical significance of 
jivpCT p a _ 23 2k 43 44 
the form factors of these terms has previously been pointed out . 
2. Spin one 
From Table 1, we find that the current terms for spin one that are 
invariant under space reflections are: 
I Ç T Ç 
ia.. - - - -ju iLivpa p a' 
+ + 
+ + 
^3, ^ ^5,jixv'^v 
' 3, V p^v'^p S/5, pa^p^a 
^u^3,vp^'^p ' V^5, pa'^p'^a 
'%^3,vp'^v'^p " pa^v%'^CT 
'^ju^3,vp^v^p ^ 
' ^ t/3 fvp'^v^ p ' 6, pa,u)T%^u)**a*^T 
-R 7_ R R + + -R y, 0 Q, R R + + 
a 3,vp V p m'6,pCT,(UT p co o T  
The factors of ±i and ±1 are in agreement with Table 7. The time-reversal 
and charge conjugation properties are repeated here for convenience. The 
covariant spinors satisfy Eq. (2.44), which for spin one particles is 
given by 
Use of this equation, R^Q_^ = 0, and the symmetry of matrix indices allows 
us to show readily that the nonzero terms which give a conserved current 
are 
^t73,vp^v^p '  ''^u^5,pcr%'^a '  
^1/3 fVp^v^p ' ^S,^^)fpa v^p^o ' 
^U^pO P^Cp'4, Vt'^T ' pCT,(WT^p^W^Cr^T 
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The terms which are still questionable are 
Use of the equation which the spinors satisfy allows us to show 
We will boost these terms in the Brett frame only and will use the boosted 
terms to determine the linear relations between the terms and the current 
conservation properties of the last two terms. 
The set of matrices for spin one given in Appendix B, Eqs. (5.31), 
are explicitly 
7, = 
7 
^3 
( ; : )  • •  
'  ^ \ 6..-S .S . -S .S .  0 I 
- i : ' - f - ' 7 ' % , 4 , ^ ^ }  •  
(5.55a) 
The matrices and the other components of and are 
related to these matrices by 
= :?5?3,wv ' 
^5,ij " •^ijkV5,k4 ' 
y6,ij,k4 " "^ij-t^5^6,-t4,k4 " 
and ^ijm k^^^6,m4,n4 ' (5.55b) 
In terms of the auxiliary set of matrices given in Eq. (5.30), the 
covariant matrices are 
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y, = 1 , 72 = 75 ' 
^3,44 = 73,:4 = 73,4; = ?3,!j = ' 
74,44 = '^çP, 74,14 = 74,4; = 9=!' 74,ij = -'''çPCs.j.+yôij) , 
75,'4 = 75,!] = ^'jk^k ' 
76,i4,j4 " 76jij,k4 ^ 76,ij,kt " z^ljmfktnSmn' 
(5.56) 
where we have introduced the special notation 
if 
S.  .  =  S .S .+S .S . -RF I .  .  
U I J J ' 3 ij 
These matrices may be related to the set introduced by Sankaranarayanan 
42 (S) 
and Good , which we denote as 7^ , 
r = ?<S) 
3 ,WV ' 3 ,HV  '  
7 .-iv'S* 
5,wv 6^5,uv 
f6,wv.pa - - ' <5-"> 
"hers 7^%^ ' ' 
and ^6,^v,p(j ^^3,wp' ^3,VG^+ * ^3,wo]+ ^'^vp^ua* 
The boost operator for spin one may be written in the polynomial form 
B(P) = (7+1)"* [ (7+1)+(7+1)0-(P/M)+(a'P/M)2] 
/*V /"S/ /"*.* 
= (7+1)"' [Cj(7+0 (27+1 )+|Sfj(Pf/M)(Pj./M)]+(7+1 )a-(P/M)l ,  
(5.58) 
where 7 = E/M. 
In the Breit frame, the boosted form of the terms which have undeter­
mined conservation properties are 
-"K'(%')75,4v*v"K(C) = (5.59a) 
73 
and 
-"K''£'>''5,ivVK'£> = 2Î7uJ|^,f,|(5n1)(l,-4(r-H)s..aj 
+[l6H^(r+l)]"ViSj|^lljtt|^)U|,l^ , (5.59b) 
-'\'<£'>''6,l,v.pWa"K® ' '5.60a) 
-'=K'<£')''6,iv,pa"v%VK® = 
+(W)"'ciiajVjk>RK • 
From these expressions. It can easily be seen that neither term is con­
served. We will confine our attention to those terms which do give a 
conserved current and will not examine these two terms further. 
The boosted form of the conserved terms are 
"K,(F/)R4UK(P) = 2I7MUJ|^.C|(V^-L)+(^M^) 'QJQJS JJ ]UJ^|^ , (5.61a) 
Û ,(P')R.U (P) =0 , (5.61b) 
= •^'''""RK'"RK ' '5.62a) 
-\'<£''''3,ivVK'£' 'f'"'RK''^iJk®jVRK ' 
=Kt£''V3,vpWK'£) = t|(4M2)(,2-,)+0,,Q,.s,.3u,K . 
(5.63a) 
° ° ' '5-^3b) 
-=K'<£''V3,vpVp"K'£) ' '5-64:) 
-"K'<&')K|?3.vp*vK,"K'f) = ° ' 'S-G"*) 
"K''£'''4vpa%V4,vTVK'£' ° ° ' 
"K''~ *'ivpa%''o'''t,vA"K'^ ° 'f^RK'C'ijk^ktmOjQt^mnQn'^RK ' 
(5.65b) 
-'"K'<£''^<.vpa%V'.,vA"'K'£' = " ' '5 GGs) 
74 
-'"K i vpa«pVA ,vt^t'-K® <-l' iJk4j:k)"RK'(5'6&') 
+ (2H)"'rii.a.s.j]u^l^ , (5.67a) 
'"'K'<£''''5,ivVK<£' ° i<3A6r-5)uJ|ç,(i£,jl^Q.jS|^)u„|^ , (5.67b) 
iû|^i(P,')Rl,7j^ <lpR^<'n(P) = AirVuJi^.CClH/g) (57+1) (7^-t) 
+ (2m)"'y%.QjS.. ]u^^, , (5.68a) 
'"K'<£'"'i''5,pc7%VK® ' " ' (S-GGb) 
-=K''£'>''6,l,v,p<,«vVc>''k<£) = irMuJ^,[(32HV9)(/-l)' 
+j(2r^-l)<l|ftjSjj]U|,H , (5.69a) 
-"K'%'))'6,N,poVpVK% - *'f?(7^-')"RK'<:c!jkOjSk)"RK<S-G9b) 
-=K'<r)V6,p^,<.T%WT"K(y = '"rVu;^,C(32HV9)(/-!)^ 
+|-(27^-l)(i.Q.Sj.3U|^j^ , (5.70a) 
-=K'<£'>''r''6,pa,a,r%WT''K(£> = " ' <5-7'"') 
The components of the boosted current for a spin one nucleus as 
given in Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60), are 
h  = + (3^2/4) 
and J, = (/3/2) ir^ (&s). X'6/2) ' 
Comparison with Eqs. (5.61) through (5.70) shows that only the charge 
quadrupole term, Q..Q.jS,j, does not have a covariant analog. The covariant 
analog of the charge monopole is the term po^p^o' the magnetic 
dipole, -i€ 0 R y, R ; and of the electric quadrupole, jivpa p cT 4,vt t 
e Q. R 7i 0. The covariant current which is suggested by the wave /ivpa p cr'4,vT^ 
equation for a spin one particle in an external electromagnetic field 
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^5 given by Shay and Good is 
^^5 jjiiv'^v^^3''6,jLiv, pa^'^-p'^a 
18 
as was pointed out by Eeg . An examination of Eqs. (5.61), (5.62), 
(5.67) and (5.69) reveals that the terms multiplied by the form factors 
are linearly independent and that the set of form factors is nonredundant. 
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